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Thrift Campaign For Soldier Boys

About Wheat

"Number

Society

and
Mrs. J.
Floersheim
An all 'day Welcome Home
meeting was held at Valiey daughter, Etna and youngest
View School House last Sunday son, Walter left Sunday for San
in honor of the returned Soldiers Francisco where they will visit
A program was given includ- relatives and old friends for theing addresses by Rev. J. M. summer. A family reunion of;
Wilson of Roy on the relation of the Floersheim family was held
the Church to the War, by Rev. on Sunday at the home of Mr.

25"

Base Ball

The Roy Base Ball team will
entertain the Clayton Ball Team
on the Roy diamond. Sunday
July 13th at a game of more than
passing interest. Our team will,
attempt to even up the record of
the game at Clayton and will at;
the same time try to show tho
Howell of Roy, on Patriotism, and Mrs. Al S. Hanson and all players from the Union county
by Mr. Thomas Griffin, on Wel- the children were present, I. C. metropolis a good time white
Miss Lola Marie Harmon, who
come Home, also by each of the and Sylvan came from Springe they are guests of the city.
is orgonizing the Savings SocieSoldier boys on their experience to be present. Jake went with
ties will go to Mora next week in
The Clayton Citizen gets dedd
them as far as Tucumcari, r,etea
the service.
and complete the county organedly
Tuesday.
vitrolic in its story of, that
Thesé talks were interspersed ing
ization.
expensive
to them ball.gtwne
with songs, Patriotic and ReligiMr. A. S. Bshkevitz andi sobs, with Roy. Evidently our. boya
The War Savings Department ous and interluded with social
is launching
an educational enjoyment and repartee, Dinner Mikey and Roy, arrived! from were too frank in their,- criticism
was. served "on the ground" Peoria, Ills, last week, aad will to suit it.
campaign in a business-like- ,
effective way, that embraces and all enjoyed the community spend the summer here with her "It's the wounded birdL that flutgrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Trini- ters". The boys have a. still bet
every district and makes use of eats.
The day was fair and the at- dad Lucero. They axe delighted ter bro ve rb to ec pre63, it .
every School, Church; Club,
to meet old friends, and feel the
Lehmer Dunn had his wheat Lodge etc, in getting people tendance large, and now the cool
A dance is planned and billed
air as well as. the warm welMuch interest and enthusiasm
kn'ow
boys
glad
they
all
we are
90 acres visited by together in permanent peace
over
field
of
M,
fervid
the
N.
Saturday evening, Jnly 12th
for
of
come
after
Is manifest and this Institute is
are home again.
a destructive hail storm last savings societies.
by some of the Roy Girls, for
heat of the eastern city.
sure to be most successful and Thursday. The hail caught no
The boys have ' forgotten the the benefit of the Clayton ball
profitable.
Roy ÍW. Beck, a brother of J.
other fields for serious damage
Spanish Language but their team and their friends who coma
The State Examination will be but struck this one hard.
W. Beck, Manager of the Roy
mother
still has proficiency in it to play ball Sunday. All are
óI
held Friday and Saturday. July
Li
Garage!, arrived last week for a
W
Lehmer was in town and the
greet
to come and help entertain
friends. The prospect
to
V
y
11th and 12th,
( buy
report was brought to him. He
visit haré, having been recently
distrubancs
and
other
of
them.
Strikes
The sessions are held from 7.30 had it insured in the Farm er's
discharged from the U. S. Army
factory town rendered it
in
the
A.M. to 12.30. P.M., thus elimi Mutual and the Adjusting ComHe wai Bugler in the 13th Railto leave for a rural
The Roy Juniors went to Mills
nating afternoon sessions and al mittee, President G. R,
way Engineers Corps, having desirable
campaign
is
object
the
The
of
community.
Tuesday
to play the Mill3 Júniora
lowing afternoon hours for study
Sec'y, P. C, Haines, and three-fold- ihe government enlisted May 24th, 1917 at
base ball. They gave
of
game
a
satisfactory
and
practical
very
a
R. A. Pendleton went Friday and needs the money; people are Chicago and was with the 13th
good
'
immitation of tha
very
a
arrangement.
adjusted the loss which they urged to save againist accidents thruout the war. He wears
Dance at Mills School
They
big
phase.
team
in
every
found not as bad as it might and old age; and to make good three gold chevrons, and was House July 4th Everyone
swarmed in the print-shoeven
Mr. and Mrs. Rocq Reeder are have been. They found drifts
with the French army at Verdun Invited.
on their return to report the
the proud parents of a fine 10 lb of hail a foot deep 24 hours after citizens,
St Mihiel and Champagne sectors
June
morning
Monday
in their
boy born
It is believed that the boy who and with the American Army at Miss McNama is grieving over score which was
'the storm was over.
pro
odds
favor
with
the
and
all
Competent jndges
30th.
This is the first loss for the makes money and saves it will at Verdun, Argonne and Meuse the loss of her sister who has
noiince him a nerfect- specimen Farmers Mutual thus far.
between sectors. He went through it returned to their home in Albu- the rooters against them,
realize the relation-shi- p
of the juvenile genus homo, so
work and money, and if he in all without a scratch or serious querque. Her Business College
An epidemic of peculiar malady
it is plain he favors his mother, " Henry Farr went to Colorado vests his money in Government illness until after the armistice 3 succeding in a remarkable dehas
been prevalent here of late,
responhi3
will
feel
he
wa3 signed, then wrs in the gree and she has proveu herself
He. has securties
Saturday on business.
A contest on the homestead of
symptoms
the
are extreme dizzi-of
sibility
Government
in the
hospital for a time. He has a a benefactor to many aspiring
his late wheat is badly
one of Fred Fluhmann's sons discovered
nessand
aooompanying
will
vertigo
be
part.
He
is
a
record to be proud of and is glad young people of Roy, in giving
planning which he
occupied a day in W. H. Willcox's affected by Smut and is
W,
W.
bowel
and
disorder. ...
I.
to be home again.
them an opportunity to get a stomach
crop and get it a. good citizen, not an
U. S. Commissioner office last to salvage the
All the victims are put to bed for
or a bolshevist.
He is an Electrical Engineer business education at horn,
Saturday. About a dozen wit- out of the way 'of a feed crop
a
while by it but no fatalities are
:ch ig Jtity practical, on', the Parents are urged to set the ex. andj like jiis brother Joe, is a '
nesses were heard .on ..each í Ida
reported.,
over A hu ndred cases
s
Miss Inez Cate ir back et
over 200 acres ample ia saving and wise spend- versatile and modern young man.
and it appears that the case will land.
have
called for medical assistSolano again to see 'her wheat
end as others of the same kind affected by the smut and will ing that the children may form
Mrs. Emma Seidel received harvested,
She has been at ance, among them were Mrs. Ó.
have, in Mr. Fluhmann keeping likely make hay of it, that is right habits of working and sava telegram Tuesday announcing Haxtoii, Colo, and employed as a R. Abernathy, Mr3. Ogden, seveworse than a hail storm.
ing.
bis land .
the safe arrival of her husband Nurse for several months.
Her ral members of the J. Floersheim
There has never been a better
The work of increasing mem- at Boston and hi 3 tssijment to wheat crop is among the finest family and Al Hanson.
R. S. Trumbull arrived
Prof.
lot of homesteaders on the mesa
All are recovered or well on
Saturday and took a survey of bership in savings societies will Camp Devens. Frank will likely on the mesa this harvest.
She
than Mr. Fluhmann and his
hands
in
be
the
Juniors
the
of
way to it.
the
Sunday.
leaving
day.
fields
be
home
now any
was in Roy Monday in company
children and they have been the the wheat
,
secreta-lodges
except
where
the
special
his
with Mrs. E. D. Choate, and
objects of envy and attempts at We did not learn what
Mrs. Will Uilstrap left Wedne3
Ernest
some- ries will enroll members.
man
Leathe
he
had
arrived
mission
was
but
she is glad to be home
admits
persecution for a long time with
day
for Gould, Okla, for an exTuesday
home
lookfrom France
thing on his mind it is plain.
among friends.
Mora county distinguished her
no result except to subject them
tended
visit with re'avtives.
ing
fat and hearty as they all
splf in all war work, let us add
to a lot of trouble and expense.
,Okla,
T. E. Mitchell was called to
wnrk do. There is one happy little
lustre tn her bv nnr
It is too bad that the contest Peter Wagner, of Alva
Roy because of his Mineral Wells, Texas last week
to assist his son,
week
in
woman
came
last
F. H. Crowe and family redepartment of the Land Office
and in building up a solid citizen
Wagner with his harvest ship
return
Leo
many
as
well
as
Mrs.
friends
taking
from Texas Sunday and
is
Mitchell
where
turned
back of this thrift campaign
can be made an instrument of
sold
a
recently
He
rejoicing
work.
her,
with
are
of
Rheudown for another
for
the
settled
relief
treatment
persecution.
quarter section farm at Alva for
years
daughter
and
in Roy business
little
matism
their
usefulness
John Hepburn has returned
believes
cash
he
and
$36,000.00
and
social
operation,
circles, They had a
for
from the army in his soldier togs underwent an
Mrs. Hahn, of Solano, was in
He returned Sun fine time on their vacation.
and they add a lot to his hand- Appendicits.
town shopping Tuesday between land here is just as good as it is
there.
some looks. He stayed around day and reports both getting on
Mrs. Crowe was called back to
trains.
Solano for several days and went nicely.
Texas the following day on acc't
to Mi lis Tuesday to look after
Cravens Plumlee has sujeaded
of the illness of her sister.
Mrs. Seth Paxton arrived in
Dudley Catteráon as assistant at
a job with the Wilson Company.
Roy from her parental home at
Mrs. Nellie Wilcox, Chairman
the Koy depot, and is learning
Cuervo Tuesday.
Its too bad of the Roy Chapter, returned
the routine of clerical work and
S. S.
they sold their household goods Tuesday from Denver and Pueblo
freight rustling. Dudley went
Wheat Harvest will begin
when they left they could use Colorado where she attended
to Cuervo to a similar job.
after July 4th. Handing and
them
now.
conventions of the Mountian
The
S. S. picnic at
Threshing will last for three
Mr. and Mrs. Wm Loy arrived months. Wages, $4.00 to
Divison of the Red Cross.
Pleasant View delighted those
She
The Methodist Pastor will spent a strenuous week learning
last week from Marion, Ind. and $5.00 a day and Board.
who attended by assuming most
Sunday July 6th, morning what i 3 going on in the larger
are guests of their daughter, Mrs.
of the pleasing feature of the old preach
Men and Jobs connected up
and
Subject, "Peace circles for the benefit of the
evening.
Waldo Morris. 'They are quite
y
tim3
3 when the asOffice. Call or write,
and
then
what?
aged and may decide to remain at the
local chapter.
sociation was ycung,
A good
here.
crowd was in attendance and the
Virgil and Harold Plumlee left
Mr. Bagwell came in on the
dinner was of the old timeabund
A letter from the Y. M.C. A.
Governor Larrizolo has issued
for Neosho Mo. Wednesday for tram Wednesday and went on to
The well drill and casing for
ance and quality.
at EI Paso received Sunday states
a visit with their grandfather.
Las Vegas to bring his team and
the Roy town well are on the that they can furnish a lot of another of his long winded ProcRev. Hall, the President, had
W.
S.
S.
time
this
for
lamations
way and we hope to see the
other
equipment for drilling. He
planned to offer to the associa-- j
harvest hands if we will advance
drill heading down to the water the transportation. The matter a very worthy object and a well tion if it failed but he is now! Mrs. A. J. Bachman and little has the drill rig on the way and
daughter, arrived lasf week will be back next week to
written spiel but too multitudin-on- s
supply very soon.
set it
enthusiastic for its continuance
has been taken under advisecolumns.
for our hand-se- t
from C.nton Okla, and are guests up- his only regret is the "seven
and
ment by the farmers. They still
It means Thrift message week
at the parental Chas Depew
The new Delco System of
CARD )FTHAÑKS
believe there are Roy men enough June 29 to July 6 , and eveyone is baskets" of good things that! home south of town.
electric lighting installed by the
We
wish
to thank our dear
who might want want urge everyome else to "Buy were carried home after feeding
A little family and neighborC, B. Stubbletield Co. in the Roy at Dawson
friends and neighbors and all
the multitude to repletion. It is hood
to come home and work thru the W. S. S.".
gathering greeted her and who kindly
Trading Co, store, is working
assisted during the
declared tney carried home more they had
and threshing to supply
harvest
quantities of ice cream, illness and death of
fine and adds much tojthe appear
our belo vad
they
than
ate,
they
men
prefer
and
demand
the
cake and other delicacies the wife and
ance as well as the convenience
mother.
program
competent
as
was
not
Ihe
whom they know are
evening after their arrival.
and safety from fire of that busy
L. A. Brown
complete as could have been d e
than take chances
hands
rather
'
Those lucky enough to be premart. A delco system is. one of
L. B. Woods
Mrs.
sired
but
it is planned that the sent had a fine time.
of getting men who couldnt even
the greatest of modren necessdrive a team.
The Oddfellows and Rebekahs next convention, which will be
S, Floersheim and F. S. Brown
ities where lighting is the issue.
Aug, 31st at Liberty School, shall
Prof. W. Fremont Osborn ar- President and Gen'l Mgr, of the
of Roy will hold joint installaoion
have a program surpassing any rived from Wagon Mound Sun
Taking Stock is the principal
Northeastern N. M. Oil Co. reRev. O. W. Hearn will preach of officers at the old hall next
previous
one.
day to prepare for the Teachers turned Wednesday from a three
industry of all the big business at Pleasant View next Sunday Wednesday vening. All mem
Institue in Roy this week.
His week? stay at Tulsa, Okla. and
in Roy the past week,
It is July 16th. The service will bers of both orders are invited
drudgery the best you4 can mako begin one half hour earlier ' than to be present. Eat3 will follow Mrs. Chas Burton was a caller daughter Miss Osborn arrived other points in the interest of
at the office Friday from Solano. Monday.
the ceremony.
of it, but it has to be done.
the oil enterprise.
usual, 2:30.
The Mora County Institute
in Roy Monday Morning,
June 30th with Prof. W. Fremont' Osborne and Miss Blanche
Osborne, of Wagon Mound, as
Conductor and Instructor.
The following teachers have
enrolled
Miss Tillie Branch, Roy
Miss Lola Newman, Solano
Taylor
Mr. W. R. Triplett,
Miss Leda Schnell, Gladstone
Miss Sofia Sanchez, Wagon
Mound
Mills
Mrs. Frank Banks,
Miss Freda Gnthman, Roy
Roy
Mrs. L.K. Mitchell,
Dawson
Miss Nira Nutter,
Roy
Mrs. Maud Elder,
Roy
Miss Eula Hanna,
Roy
Miss Lora Hanna.

Leo Wagner took out a thousand pounds of binder twine Satur
day and will start cntting his
wheat with a binder as soon as
it will do to cut which will be a
week or ten days before it can
be safely stacked after a header
It will cost more to bind it but
will save a lot in many ways ánd
insure perfect condition for seed
wheat as well as saving time.
Leo is building a big barn on
his farm and will use it for a
granary to store the 7.000 or 8.000
bushels of wheat he will have
His
this year if all goes well.
improved
so that he
health has
will be able to superintend the
harvesting and threshing of his
crop.

the
morning
county
attending
the
teachers
institute in Roy began the organ
ization of the Mora County
As
Teachers Savings Society.
county's
institute
annual
Mora
is held in three places, organization is more complicated than in
pther counties.
Wednesday,
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

the afternoon went In an endless reiteration of dip and write, till
Then she Joined the home-goinpanic and took the crowded subway to Columbus circle.
She plodded thj treadmill, till at
h
the end of the sixth day, her
hour of transcribing names and
addresses from the lists to the wrappers, she carried off a cash reward of
eight dollars. This was not clear gain.
Her street car fares had totaled sixty
cents, her lunches a dollar and a half;
she had worn her costumes at the
sleeves and damaged them with a few
Ink spots, and her shoes were taklrg
five-thirtg

iine

ji

joineen

forty-eight-

RUPERT HUGHES
Copyright by Bars

CHAPTER

Continued.

XVI
11

Til

buy myself a picture of you."
She told of her longing for a photograph of him, but did not tell him of

her need of'it as a talisman. He
laughed aloud at this incredible way
of spending money, till she began suddenly to cry. Be had no answer to
that argument except yes. Then she
began to laugh. They decided to stop
at a photographer's on the way to the
y
train.
Daphne ran out and cashed Reben's
check at the grocer's much to the relief of ' Reben's bookkeeper, whose
books had been held up by the missing
fire-thirt-

check.

Daphne asked for the privilege of
taking her; father to, the train, and
Bayard was so busy figuring where to
put the cash he bad on hand that he
consented to stop at home.
They went first to the gallery of a
had
photographer whose show-cas- e
displayed some strong and veracious
portraits ot men. The photographer's
prices staggered Daphne and she protested, but he answered dolefully:
"I'd give a thousand dollars for one
photograph of my father."
That settled It.
After the sitting Daphne and her
father proceeded to the station. She
stopped at the gate because she had
neither a ticket for the train nor a
platform pass from the station master.
She watched him dwindling down
the long platform.
He was a mere
manikin when he reached his place and
waved to her before he vanished
through the magic door of the train.
She waved to him with her handkerchief, and when he was gone she burled her eyes in It. Her partings with
her father had marked epochs In her
life. She wondered what destiny would
do to her between now and the next
one. She felt forlorn, afraid for his
life on the train, afraid for her soul In
the perils before it, and so sorry for
him and for herself that she could not
help
a little.
Destiny did not keep her waiting,
for while she was strangling her sobs
as best she could she heard a voice
over oer shoulder. It said:
"Aha, gel, at last I have you In me

reach through his blood to his heart
and to make It ache.
"I must go. You can't put me oft
again 1" he said. "I will take you
homel" He turned to call a redcap
standing In solemn patience beside two
traveling bngs and a bristling golf bag.
"Porter, take my things to the parcel
room and bring me the check."
"No," said Daphne, hastily.
"I
mustn't! You mustn't! Really! I
mean It! Good-by!She walked away so rapidly that he
could not follow her without unseemly
haste. She heard him call, sharply:
"Porter, never mind the parcel room.
Come along to the train." .
Her success in escaping him was so
complete that she rather regretted It
When she reached the apartment she
found Leila almost prostrated from the
effects of her altruism and from the
fact that Bayard was in one of his
tantrums.
A special delivery letter had Just
come from Dutilh'a shop. It said that
Mr. Dutllh was arriving from Paris
with his winter models, and since be
would have to pay a large sum at the
customs house it was regrettably necessary to beg Mr. Kip to send by return mall a check for the Inclosed bill,
which was long past due.
And now the briefly adjourned laws
of finance were reassembled.
Leila's
short reign was over ; her extravagance
had again found her out and demanded
punishment. The gown she bad bought,
and was asked to pay for, had been
worn shabby, danced to shreds In
Newport. But the bill was as bright
as ever.
Bayard was so fagged with his
Weeks of discouragement that he was
aa irascible as a veteran of the gout
whose toe has been stepped on. when
Daphne walked in he was denouncing
He used
Leila in excellent form.
Daphne as a further club.
"My poor sister sent back the gown
she bought!
But you you bought
more I"

Daphne realized how much this
would endear her to Leila and she
took immediate flight. She found the
Chivvises in a state of tension. Mr.
Chivvls was not usually home before
half-pasix. Daphne felt an omen in
the way they looked at her when they
power."
acknowledged her entrance.
"Mr. Duane!" she gasped, as she
She went to her room In a state Of
turned to meet his smile with another. foreboding misery She bad not paid
"And where have you been all this long her board for several weeks. She bad
while?"
not mentioned the fact to Mrs. Chivvls,
"A lot you've cared," he growled. nor Mrs. Chivvls to her, though the
"Did you ever telephone me as you nonpayment of a board bill Is one of
truths that landladies
promised you would? No! Were you the
always out when I telephoned? Yes! usually discuss with freedom.
A few minutes later Mrs. Chivvls
Did yon let me call on you? You did
not I When at last It penetrated my tapped on the door, her thimble makthick hide that you wei i actually giv- ing a sharp clack. She brought her
ing me a hint that you didn't want me sewing with her and sewed as she
round and that you had thrown me said: "May I sit down a moment?
overboard, neck and crop, I grew very Thank you." She kept her eyes on the
proud. I refused to call on you again." seam while she talked.
"Well, Miss Kip, the war has reachshe said, and
"I'm awfully
ed us also at last. My husband lost
her voice broke.
his position today."
"Sorry" was a dangerous word for
"Yes? Oh, how horrible!" Daphne
were
moment,
sobs
and her
her at that
gasped,
with double sincerity.
beginning again, when he mnde a vig"The office was closed unexpectedly
orous effort to talk them down.
by an Involuntary petition In bankruptThe crowds In the station were too cy. His salary was not paid last week
erwell preoccupied with their own
we don't want
nor this, and well
rands to notice a girl crying, and to to inconvenience you, but "
no
were
gateraun
tears
farewell
the
"I understand," said Daphne. "I'll
luxury.
give you what I can."
Dunne tried the best he could to help
She took her poor little wealth from
her. He was saying : "And now I sup- her handbag. She had paid ten of the
my
pose I've got to .miss my train and
fifty to the photographer as a deposit
dolShe gave Mrs. Chivvls twenty-fiv- e
'
"II
lars, and promised her more.
Mrs. Chivvls was very grateful and
went down the hall, smiling a little
over her seam.
Clay called that evening. He was
i
exhausted with a day of tramping the
town, looking for work. He was too
weary to talk and he fell asleep twice
during one of Mr. Chivvls commentaries on the probable effects of the
Imminent enpture of Paris by the Irresistible Germans. The French government had already moved to Bordeaux and But Clay had read It all
in a dozen different newspapers, and
he passed away.
Daphne was restless. Mr. Chivvls
Clay was not
was on her nerves.
pretty, asleep, sitting with his Jaw
dropped and his hands hanging down,
palms forward, like n ape's. She was
enjoying another of the woes of marriage without Its privileges.
The Chivvises began to yawn, and
Mrs. Chlvvis finally bade the startled
She had been
Clay "Good evening."
brought np to believe that it was Indelicate for a woman to bid a man
g

'

self-evide-

sor-ry- ,"

ill
1

RIP

"Good-night.-

Dollars for One

I'd Give a Thousand

Photograph of

My

Father."

golf and all that while I take you home
in a taxi. You're far too pretty to be
running around loose In a mob like

this."
She shook her head. "You mustn't
.miss your train, Mr. Duane, or yonr
golf. I'm nsed to going about alone,
and I've got to get useder to It. I'm
going home In the subway. Good-band thank you.? .
She put out her hand formally, and
he took It. It was like a soft,
flower In his palm, and be
lynv to It Its warmth seemed to
.

y

.

.

;

"

Clay, left alone with Daphne, attempted a drowsy caress, but she felt
insulted and she snapped at him :
"If you're only walking In your sleep
you'd better walk yourself out of here
and go to bed."
His apology was incoherent and she
was indignantly curt with him at the
door. She went to her room and sat
at the window, staring down at the
dark swarm of watchers before the
bulletin boards.
She had told her brother that she
did not have to starve or sin, because
she had a father, a brother, a lover
to protect her from want. And now
her father and her brother and her
lover were all in dire predicament,
staggering blindly In a ton ai debt

Brothers

Suppose her father's train ran off
the track or into another train. A
spread rail, a block signal overlooked,
a switch left unlocked, might bring
doom upon his train as on so many
others. She shivered at the horror of
her father's loss. She shivered again
at the thought of what it would mean
to her.
Suppose the Chivvises turned her
out Why should they feed her for
nothing when their own future was
endangered?
What could Bayard do for her? or
Clay? There was Mr. Duane, of
course; but she could not take hit
money without paying him. And in
what coin could she pay him? She
trembled, and the breeze turned gla-

a ehubby
It was not

nap.
encouraging.
At Daphne's left elbow was a large,
fat girl whose pen rolled off large,
fat letters. She talked all the time
about nothing of importance, laughed
and fidgeted and asked questions that
would have been impertinent if they
had come from anything but a large,

on

fat head.
Her name was Maria Prlblk. She
was a Bohemian of the second generation; but she was dyed in the wool
She was an
with New Yorkishness.
Incessant optimist and kept reminding everybody to "cheer up, golls, the
wolsst might be wolsser yet."
Daphne's luck did not last long. The
receivers found that the percentage of
inquiries following upon the advertiscial.
ing and circularizing campaigns was
The next morning was another day hardly paying the postage. People
shoddy
pattern.
same
rose
She
of the
were either too poor to buy books or
unrefreshed with only her fears re- too busy with the molten history pournewed. She borrowed the Chivvises
caldrons of Europe. Yesnewspaper and, skipping the horrid ing from the
terday's paper was ancient history
advertisements of foreign barbarity enough.
and American dismay, turned to the
The receivers closed down the
last pages. The "Situations Wanted'-column- business abruptly on a Saturday and
were eloquently numerous
Instructed the manager to announce
and the "Help Wanted Female" columns 'were few ; still, she made a list
of such places as there were. She
wrote letters to all sorts of people
adwho gave newspaper letter-bodresses, and she went out to call on
all sorts of people who gave their
street numbers.
The letters she wrote were not answered at all. She lost her postage as
she had lost her car fares. It seemed
as if the end of the world, or at least
the breakup of its civilization, had arrived without warning and without
refuge.
s
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CHAPTER

XVII.
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Daphne had not told Mrs. Chlwls
of her financial plight nor of her father's, nor her brother's. She bad
simply let the days of payment go
past one by one. She saw a chillier
glitter in Mrs. Chivvls' eye and there
was a constant restraint upon the conversation for many days.
Mr. Chivvls was at home most of the
time now, Bitting about in his old
clothes to save the others. He and his
wife naturally talked of "Daphne.
Sometimes she overheard their undertones. Each seemed to urge the other
to the attack. Finally, one evening
Mrs. Chivvls made so bold as to call
on Daphne In her room, and to say,
after much improvising:
"I dislike to speak of It Miss Kip,
but well er you see the fact is
The grocer Is sending round
If you
in the morning for his last week's bill,
and If It's not Inconvenient"
Daphne felt sick with shame, but
she had to confess, "I can't tell you
how sorry I am, but I haven't any."
"Really? That's too bad!" Mrs.
Chlvvis said. She was hardly sorrier
for herself than for Daphne. She tried
to brighten them both with hope. "But
you expect no doubt you expect soon

to"
Tve

""

s&
Mr. Chivvls Was at Home Most of the
Time Now, Sitting About In His Old
Clothes to Save the Others.
to his flock that there would be no
more work at present Daphne's heart
stopped. Here she was again, learning again the dreadful significance of
"out of a Job" what the theatrical
people called "at liberty."
Miss Prlblk looked at Daphne and
noted her gloom. "Say, kid, listen
here. Whyn't choo come with me? I
can land you a job at the Lar de
Lucks. Guy name of Golst is the boss
and he'll always gimme a Job or any
lady friend. He's kind of rough, but
what's the diff ? His money buys Just
as much as anybody's. We better beat
It over there ahead this bunch."
Daphne murmured her hasty thanks
and they left at once. Miss Prlblk led
the way to a huge building full of
"Pants Makers," "Nightshirt Makers,"
"Waist Makers," and publishers of calendars, favors and subscription books.
Site asked for Mr. Gerst, saw him,
beckoned him over, and hailed him

oeen looking for for some
work to do, but there doesn't seem to
be any."
"Oh, I see!" said Mrs. Chlvvis, confirmed In her suspicions and reduced
Daphne went on, after
to silence.
swallowing several cobblestones:
"But, of course. I've no right to be
eating your food and staying on here
as a guest. And I suppose I'd better
give up my room, so that you can
take in somebody who can pay."
Mrs. Chlvvis was close, but she was
not up to an eviction, and she gasped. with bravado:
"Well, Mist' Golst, here I am, back
think I
really ! I hardly
"Oh,
to the mines. This is me friend Kip.
shouldn't like"
give her a Job and
Her hard voice crackled like an I want you should
''- -'
icicle snapping off the eaves in a me, too."
Daphne faced Mr. Gerst's Inspection
spring sun ; and before either of them
quite understood It the hard eyes of without visible flinching, though she
both thawed; tears streamed, and was uneasy within. Gerst was a large,
flamboyant
brute with eyes that
they were In each other's arms.
Daphne was "the better weeper of seemed less to receive light than to
the two. Poor Mrs. Chivvls could not send forth vision. He had an inbe really lavish even with tears; but quisitive and stripping gaze. But
After ranDaphne must endure
she did very well, for her.
Immediately they felt years better sacking Daphne with his eyes, he
acquainted old friends all of a sud- grunted: "You look pretty good to
den. They were laughing foolishly me, kiddo. You can begin Monday."
"Thanks," said Daphne, humbly.
when an apologetic knock on the open
"I'm comin', too," said Miss Prlblk.
door introduced Mr. Chevvls, who
"AH right," said Gerst "It's time
would no more have crossed the sill
than he would have broken Into the you did. We'll take some of that beef
temple of Vesta. His name was Chlv- off you." And he playfully pinched
her arm.
vis, not Clodlus.
Adroitly evading his pincers, Miss
The surprised eyes of Daphne threw
him into confusion, but he said: Tve Prlblk led the way out and Daphne
been thinking, Miss Kip, that If you trailed her oustlde.
Daphne loathed and feared the man
really want to work and aren't too
particular what at maybe I could get already. He stood like a glowering
you a place at my old office, with the menace In the path ahead of her.
Monday morning at eight Daphne
publishing house. They turned me off,
but the receivers are trying to keep reported for work with the L'Art de
the business going. Not much pay, Luxe Publishing society, pronounced
but something's always better'n noth- by its own people (who ought to
know) "Lar de Lucks."
ing."
This firm was engaged In the pe"Anything is better than nothing,"
business of grazsaid Daphne, "and it might be a begin- culiarly Anglo-Saxo-n
ing the censorship as closely as posning."
She applied the next day and the sible. It printed everything that it
dared to print under the whimsically
firm accepted her.
Toward
Now Daphne was truly a working Puritanic eye of the law.
woman ; not a dramatic artist with pe- the authorities it turned the white
culiar hours, but a toller by the clock. side of a banner of culture claiming
She entered the office of the company to put In the hands of the people the
eight punched her num- noblest works of foreign genius end
at half-paber on the time register, and set to defying any but aa impure mind to
work addressing large envelopes. She find Impurity in its classic wares. The
wrote and wrote and wrote till twelve ; other side of the banner was purple
at ne sbe took ap her penasain, and and Informed the customers bv ever

it

st

prurient Innuendo that he books were
published to their entirety without expurgation. Vice has its hypocritical
cant no less than religion. '
One day, toward the end of her first
week, she was startled to find before
her a card bearing the legend "Duane,
Thomas." His address was given, and
the facts that he had bought the three-quartmorocco Balzac, the
Fielding and Smollett, and the
levant Court Memoirs. He had not
yet taken the bait for the De Maupa-

.now mi
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half-leath-

ssant

Daphne pondered his card and his
taste. She was shaken from her pensive mood by the sudden commotion
of all the women. All eyes had seen
the minute and the hour hands In
at XII. Names were left off
In the middle; pens fell from poised
hands.
Daphne found herself alone. She
was glad of the quiet and the solitude,
while it lasted which was not long,
for Gerst came back unexpectedly
early,
His eye met Daphne's. He started
toward her, and then, seeing that she
glanced away, Vent on to his desk.
He stood there manifestly irresolute a
moment He glanced at Daphne again,
at the fire escapes, at the empty room.
Then he went to the first of the tables
and with labored carelessness inspected the work of the absentee. He drifted along the aisle toward Daphne,
throwing her now and then an Interrogative smile that filled her with a
fierce anxiety.
She knew his reputation. She bad
seen his vulgar scuffles with some of
the girls, had heard his odious words.
She was convinced that he was about
to pay her the horrible compliment of
his attention.
Her heart began to flutter with fear
and wrath. She felt that if he spoke
to her she would scream ; If he put his
band on her shoulder or her chair she
would kill him, with a pair of scissors
or the knife with which she scraped
No, she must not kill
off blots.
him. But she would have to strike
him on the mouth.
But that meant Instant dismissal at
the very least. He might smash his
fist Into her face or her breast or
knock her to the floor with the back
of his hand. She had seen too much
of life recently to cherish longer the
pretty myth that the poor are good to
the poor. She had seen how shabby
women fared with street car conductors and subway guards. She had seen
her own prestige dwindle as her
clothes lost freshness.
But the violence of Gerst's resentment would be a detail. The horror
was the mere thought of his touch.
She rose quickly and tried to reach
the fire escape. That was the solution to Join the crowd.
But Gerst filled the aisle. She sidled
past two tables Into the next aisle. He
laughed and sidled across to the same
aisle. She tried to hasten by. He put
his arms out and snickered:
"What's the rush, girlie? Nobody
hollered 'Fire!'"
"Let me pass, please," she mumbled.
"Wait ta minute, wait ta minute.
What d you say If I was to astyou
to go to a show tanight, huh? What'd
you say?"
1
Thank you. I have another
couldn't."
"S'mother eve, then? Or to a dance,
huh?"
"Thank you, I'm afraid I can't"
"Why not? Come on! Why notl
'Ain't I got class enough for you?"
"Oh yes, but
Please, let me by."
He stared at her, and his hands
twitched, and his lips. His eyes ran
over her face and her bosom as if she
were a forbidden text She was try-lnto remember what Duane had told
her about the way to quell a man.
With great difficulty and In all trepi
dntlon she parroted her old formula.
"Mr. Gerst, you don't have to fllr
with me. I don't expect it, and I don'1
like It, so please let me go."
He stared at her, trying to under
stand her amazing foreign language
Then he sniffed with amused unbelief,
dropped his hands, and stood aside.
Daphne could hardly believe hei
eyes. The charm had worked the third
time ! She darted forward to get awaj
before the spell was broken. As sh
passed him whether he suddenly
changed his mind or had only pretended to acquiesce he enveloped her ir
his arms.
She almost swooned In the Onset ol
fear and the suffocation of his em
brace. Then she fought him, striking
scratching, writhing. He crowded
her against the nearest table and tried
to reach her lips across her left elbow
Her outflung right hand struck
against an inkwell, recognized it as a
weapon of a sort and, clutching it
swept it up and emptied It into bit
face.
His satyrlc leer vanished in a black
splash. His hands went to hll
drenched eyes. Daphne,
released
dropped the Inkwell and fled to tht
locker-roowhile he stamped about
howling like the blinded Cyclops,
Daphne did not stay to taunt him nor
to demand her wages. She caught a
glimpse of faces at the
windows, but bugging her hat and
coat she made good her escape.
She knew what she was escaping
from, but not what to.
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One Word Spoils All.
Just when a woman begins to be In
vlted out a little by nice people her
husband spoils all by referring to the

Told by Herself. Her Sin
eerily Should Convince Others.
Christopher, 111. "For four years 1
suffered from irregularities, weakness.

I

make a parade." Bostqa Transcript

nervousness,

and

was in a run down
condition. Two of
our best doctora
failed to do me any
good. I heard so
much about what
LydiaE.Pinkham'a

Vegetable Com
pound had done for

others, I tried it
and was cured. I
am no longer nervous, am regular,
and in excellent
fcealth. I believe the Compound will
cure any female trouble." Mrs. Auca

Heller,

Christopher, 111.
Nervousness is often a symptom of
weakness or some functional derange
ment which may be overcome by tiiia
famous root ana herb remedy, Lydia
E. Finkham'a Vegetable Compound, aa
thousands of women have found by
experience.
If complications exist write Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co.. Lynn, Mass., for
suggestions in regard to your ailment
The result of its long experience is
at your service.

E
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Often Caused by
e!

AGid-Cfomn-

Ye, Indeed, more often then yea think.
starting with In
t.
digestion, heartburn, belohing,
not
cheoked,
will evenIf
aa.
and
Inc. bloat
f
tually affect every vital organ of the body.
Severe, blinding, splitting headaohea ara,
a reeult
therefore, of frequent occur rene
of thla upaet condition.
Taka BATONIO. It quickly banlahaa add
toraach with lta sour bloat, pain and f aa.
It alda digestion helps tha atomaoh cat
full atrancth from every mouthful of food
you aat. Million ot people are miserable,
becauae of ACID
weak, lick and allln
Poiaona, created by partly
STOMACH.
food charged with acid, are abaorbed
into the blood and distributed throughout
the entire system. Thta often oauaea rheumatism, blllouanee, clrrhoela of the liver,
heart trouble, u loe re and even cancer of
the atomach. It roba lta victim of their,
the strength ot the'
health, undermine
moat vlgoroua.
get
to
you
want
back your phyaloal
If
and mental atrength be full ot vim and
vigor enjoy lite and be happy, you ranal
get rid of your
In EATONIC you will And the very help
and It' guaranteed. So get a big
Íou need
box from your drugglat today. If It
falla to pleaae yon, return It and be wilt
refund your money.
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Heard In an Office.
"Phew! How can you smoke such
cigars as this one you've given me?"
"I can't That's the one you handed
me yesterday."
Watch Cuticura Improve Your 8kln.
On rising and retiring gently smear
the face with Cuticura Ointment
Wash off Ointment in five minutes
with Cuticura Soap and hot water. It
Is wonderful sometimes what Cuticura
will do for poor complexions, dandruff,
itching and red rough hands. Adv.
Caught the Craze.
First Grasshopper What become of
your brother?
Second Grasshopper The poor fellow was drowned trying to be a
r.

A Feeling of Security
You naturally feel secure when yon
know that, the medicine you are about to
take is absolutely pure and contains no

harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Boo- t,
kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The game standard of purity, strength
and excellence ia maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-BooIt it scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
It it not a stimulant and is taken in
t.

teaapoonful

doaei.

ii not recommended for everything.
ig nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
A sworn statement of purity ia with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t.

It
It

If you need a medicine, you ihould
have the beet. Oa sale at all drug store!
In bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to try thia
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer 4. Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

"
Knew Him.
Klaseman Let me give you a piece
of advice.
Knox

What's the matter with it?

Anyway, there's no danger of an old
toper's dying of water on the brain.

laundress as the washerwoman right
out where everybody can hear. Ohio
State Journal.
Impossible.
Hub "I don't believe In parading
my virtues."
Wife "You couldn't
anyway. It takes quite a number to

.
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CC Burn- Inflamed or Granulated,
Use Murine often. Safe for Infant or Adult
At all Drufrgista, Write for Free Eye Book.
1
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Club Women Plan Neighborhood Americanization''
.

.
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tfTASHINGTON. The General Federation of Women's Clubs, with a mem- 1 f bershtp of 2,000,000," has adopted- an Americanization
plan of work present
ed by Mrs. John Dickinson Sherman, chairman 'of the conservation depart
ment.'- Airs. Thomas G. Winter, second
vice president, has been appointed diI
AMERICA
rector of the Americanization work.
II
The federation will use "neighborhood
Americanization" methods. A Joint
'publication, comprehending the suggestions of all the 11 departments,
will soon be put In the hands of. club
women. The suggestions for, work
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Their Proapecta.
He Can't Now.
"Propinquity is what brings about
Some years ago some genius Intromarriages," declared the father of duced a bill compelling everybody to
three single daughters, .in didactic qualify physically and mentally for
mood.
marriage. Unfortunately, it was lost
In committee; It should have gone
"Yes?" murmured his wife.
"It works thlsway. From among the through. The uecesslty of it was dismen who call most frequently at a closed in a Main street car last evehouse the daughters of the house nat- ning when seven or nine of us heard
a prospective bridegroom coyly conurally select husbands."
"In that case," said the mother, sad- fess he wad Indeed "about to become
Buffalo News.
ly, "I fear our girls are doomed to mar- a benedlctine."
ry bill collectors."
SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOM.
Allen's FootEase the antiseptic powder
Buy a Farm Now.
to be

Because Und la cheaper than It will ever
be again. The U. B. Railroad Administration
to
ia prepared to furnish (re Information
homeseekera warding farming- opportunimoney
to
no
ties. Wa have nothing to sell;
lend; only Information to five. Write me
Name
fully with reference to your needs.
learn about. J.
the atat you want toAgricultural
Section,
Manager,
Boom 70,
V. S. Railroad Administration,
Washington, D. C adv.

STILL FAITHFUL

TO STUARTS?

which will be elaborated Involve:
Americanization
Institutes
for
practical work, getting together club
women, teachers and members of other
organizations which will act In sympathy with the movement.
Americanization conferences", inviting all women's organizations In the
community to send representatives, and Including the leading women of each
racial group, to advise on the needs and the methods of reaching the foreign-bor- n
woman In the home.
Community gatherings of foreign and American born at which the foreign
born shall show the gifts of their nations in music, art, food, the industries,
etc., and the definite contribution these gifts can make to American life.
This may be elaborated through community singing and pageantry.
Fostering of the handicraft of the foreign born. "
Organization of clubs of girls whose parents are foreign born.
Committees to visit the naturalization courts nnd observe tba processes
of naturalization and to report such observations back to the club and to
the general federation division of Americanization.
Opening of public school buildings for day and night schools for training
new citizens and furthering classes in industrial plants.
Establishment of bureaus of Information on naturalization In itaectlon
with public schools.
Comparative study of naturalization laws in various states.
Use of public libraries as community centers.

Uncle Sam to Breed Horses for General Purposes

haken Into the shoes and sprinkled

States Is to have a permanent supply of horses of the type most
THE United
bunions. Allen's FootEasa
for military as well as general purpose usage. The movement, which
relief for sweating, callous, has the support of the remount service, which Is to be made a permanent
feet, and makes walking a
everywhere. Adv.
organization, and the bureau of animal.
husbandry, Is along lines of demonMEANS DEATH OF GRAMMAR strated success.
A board of 14, composed of govNew Rule Which Has Abolished For- ernmental authorities and civilian exmal and Elaborate English Style ' perts, will prepare a program of breeding operations. The remount service
of Former Days.
wlil furnish the stallions to be used
today for service with selected mares of
English as commonly

of corns and
Is a certain
tired, aching
delight. Sold
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Cheerfulness andRestCootJinsl
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tnf.d Remedy fcf
Constipation and Diarrhoe
1

Tnccnir Sleep
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Two-Milli-

United
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For Over

Thirty Years
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

C
Preparedness.
How He Judged.
Mother If 'you fell in the water,
Mr. Bacon You should never judge
why are your clothes dry?
a man by his clothes, my dear.
Tommy I took 'em off in case of
Mrs. Bacon I never do. I always
accident. Pearson's Weekly.
Judge hlra by his wife's clothes. Pearson's Weekly.

"BAYER CROSS" ON
GENUINE

ASPIRIN

Time waits for no pian, but the
sical director can bent it.

mu-

The man who does his best can trust
the world to do Its part.

Couldn't Move
In Bed Twelve Week From
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" to be
must be marked with the
safety "Bayer Cross." Alwaya buy an
unbroken Bayer package which contains proper directions to aafely relieve Headache, Toothache, Earache,
Neuralgia, Colds and pain. Handy tin
boxes of J2 tablets cost but a few
cents at drug stores larger packages
also. Aspirin is the trade mark f
Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetto
acldester of Sallcyllcacld. Adv.
genuine

mall-orde-

Rheumatic Trouble. Now
Praises Doan's.
'Tor twelve weeks I lay abed, unable
move a muscle," says Mrs. Oust
oeventn bt., ilea vviDg,
Johnson, va
to

Minn.
"The pains that shot through my
seemea
enture
body
more than any human
being could stand. My
hands and .arms and
lower limbs were put
in splints to stop them
from twisting
into
knots. Every ligament
seemed ready to snap.
I can't understand bow
I endured such aeonv.

J' IT
srrau mat x nau in- lúcuma- uaiuuuuiij'
i r
tism, but their metli- Mi. Johnson
cine didn't give me any relief. My
folks wanted to take me to
hospital,
but I would not let them. The doctors
aid that nothing could be done for me.
"I had been an invalid now for two
years, before I nntuly decided to resort
to Boon's Kidney Pills. I used twelve
boxes and they surely did prove their
wonderful merit. It is a year since,
and I have enjoyed the best health of
all my life. I weigh nearly 170 pounds
and am like a different person in every
respect. I shall always praise Doan't
Rk

r

WORSE THAN
DEADLY
POISON GAS
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States School Garden Army
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Man of Letters.
"A man of letters, Isn't he?"
"Sure! Runs a thriving
In the house the other day let light on one of the several feuds
DEBATE the Interior and agricultural departments. The bureau of educa- business." Buffalo Express.
tion of the Interior department has enlisted the "United States school garden
army," with 2,000,000 members.
The
In no Tron
let tvirlnn f
fl nritniiltiiiaot
prevent the Interior department from
000,000 I
(JA
(j
' S strong I
getting an appropriation to carry on
the work and is endeavoring to gobble
up tne wnole army. Kaiser or Calion

ff

Signara.0

farmers, stockmen,, and others at a

nominal fee. State universities, agricultural colleges, state granges, ngrl-- ,
cultural societies, county agents, prominent farmers, breeders and horsemen will all have a part in the work. It is
considered that 300 stallions will eventually be necessary to produce the
.
requisite annual replacement of remounts for one field army.
The plan had its Inception when It was demonstrated that there was a
shortage of military horses in the United States. The acquirement by purchase and through donations of the Jockey club and gentlemen interested in
racing of 50 head of thoroughbred sires followed. These were placed at the
federal remount depots in Montana, Oklahoma and Virginia. Permanent
remount stations will now be established at a dozen places and the United
States will be divided Into five districts.
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In the foot-batIt relieves painful, swollen, smarting feet and takes the sting out

Pretender of. that Line to Britain's
Throne Is Now Prince Rupert
written
of Bavaria.
certainly seems to have lost the purity
and strength that It had a century ago,
There was once to be found In Brit- observes the Spokane Spokesman Reain a little group of romantic senti- view. Then such masters of the lanmentalists who remained faithful to guage as Cobbe, Coleridge, DeQuIncey
the Stuart line, and celebrated on Jan- or Hazlltt were Journalists as well as
uary SO a kind of Jacobite feast day. poets or essayists, and their leading
A writer in Living Age remembers articles lost nothing of effect on the
seeing postage stamps bearing the like- public from being literature.
ness of, the "pretender," who happened
The arrival of the age of steam, electo be a princess of Bavaria. These tricity and cheap postage was followed
were attached to the envelope by the by a change, not for the better, In the
side of the official postage stamp, thus popular style of speaking and writing,
constituting a source of annoyance to "Say what you have to say as briefly
the serious minded Victoria.
and quickly as possible, and don't
Since the death of his mother; Maria bother about fineness of expression,"
Theresa of Bavaria, a few weeks ago, became the general rule and practice.
Rupert of Bavaria Is now The new millions of readers demanded
the official Stuart pretender to the that their reading be expressed In the
throne of Great Britain. The muse of language of every-daspeech.
The
history has ever had a leaning toward obligation of compressing conclusions
Irony.
about important matters into 1,00(1
words, or fewer, Is death, in the end,
to style. The literary form favored Is
Couldn't Hear Him Crow,
Baby Marie Osborn was being fea- In touch with the
tured at an East side theater.
It fashion of wearing one's clothing. It
must have been a show particularly Is free and easy and crammed with
suited for the little folk. At one linguistic atrocities. Plural subjects
point In the story a rooster flew on a are polygamously wedded to singular
fence in the early morning, flapped verbs, and IJndley Murray turns In his
his wings proudly and crowded lust- grave on account of the death of
ily. When he appeared on the fence,
so realistic was the picture that the
audience became silent. Then the
In Agreement.
stillness was broken by a small voice,
"Here's a critic that takes the view
lost In the realism of the tiling: that Hamlet was mad."
"Mother, mother, I can't hear him
"Well, I don't think he was any too
crow 1" Indianapolis News.
well pleased myself."

For Infanta and Children.

fornia read a letter from Secretary
Kidney disease ia no respecter of perHouston of the agricultural departKidney Pills."
ment assuming ownership of these sons. It attacks young and old alike.
Sworn to before me.
In most cases the victim Is warned
2,000,000 boys and girls.
HAROLD 7. PETERSON,
of the approaching danger. Nature fights
Hotary Public.
Baer of North Dakota got ú
back. Headache, indigestion, insomnia,
lame back, lumbago, sciatica, rheumaCatDoasrsat Anr Storsj, 60e a Bos
floor and said, among other thing i
pain in the loins and lower ab"The bureau of education m a tism,
domen, difficulty in urinating ail ara
department called the 'United States school garden army." Now, this Is the indication of trouble brewing In your
CO BUFFALO. N.T.
kidneys. ,
army that Includes the 2,000,000 children as members, and I think th secresymptoms
yon
appear
When
such
will
tary of agriculture In his letter to the gentleman from California, when he almost certainly find quick
relief in
mentions these 2,000,000 children, must refer to the children In the Unite! GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules.
States school garden army and not to the agricultural department
This famoua old remedy has stood
movement should come under the the test for two hundred years in help"I do not think that this school-gardeing mankind to fight off disease.
department of agriculture. I believe it should be under the bureau of educaIt is imported direct from the boma
tion. It is purely un educational matter. School gardening is being taken laboratories
in Holland, where it has
Into the curriculum of our schools today. We are spending $200,000 in the helped to develop the Dutch into one
ja. .f,triisiá-- i
greatwork.
and healthiest races in
of
sturdiest
the
this
education
of
for
bureau
world, and it may be had at
"Reports say the school garden army connected with the bureau of edu- the
FOR
PFRSONAI.
HYfllFNP
almost every drug store, lour money
Dissolved la water for douches tona
cation has 2,000,000 children enrolled, and that they are carrying on educapromptly refunded if it does not repelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam
tional work with the teachers, sending out lecturers and putting on pageants lieve you. Be sure to get the genuine
GOLD MEDAL Brand. In sealed packmation. Recommended by Lydia E.
throughout the country, and are really getting somewhere. It is working in ages,
Adv.
three sizes.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
cities over 2,000 in population.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
economy,
Is
to
congress,
which
talking
about
this
for
is
time
it
think
"I
Gambling has taught many a young
or throat and sor yes. Economical.
movement under one
these different activities of school-gardeHss uUsuJiuarr dssmina and feunadsl pavrar.
man how he can't make money.
I SumUFm. 50c sil dnmná. or narinid far
head in one department, and make one appropriation to take care of it in
r.tnp ToiM Company. Bortón, win, J
one department."
Bonnets are almost unknown in

DOAN'S'VfAV

FOSTER-M1LBUR-

Every Woman Wants

n

I

When You're Tired

I

and need the invigora- tíon of a

t
i

well-flavore-

full-bodie-

!
I

d

d,

hot cup,

there s nothing superior
to

Cereal
Delicious and healthful,

r
I
I
I

l

'".

it supports and cheers
with its refreshing good- ness, and it is an eco
nomical table drink as
well.

At Grocers.
TVo'sizes ussally sold

at 15c asá 25c

n

1

Mexico, even among wealthy ladles.
Even-Mon-

Calendar Would Prevent

th

Date-Mixin-

calendar for the
to be asked to substitute a million-yea- r
Calendar association, with headquarters in
The Equal-MontMinneapolis, is pushing the movement.. With the adoption of exactly four,
weeks per month, there will be days
enough pushed over from the present
reckoning for another month of 28
CONGRESS

days, which

it

Is

iW

19.

GrovÜIieat in Western Canada

h

is proposed to call Lib-

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

g

YOU

THINK

erty and to insert between February
and March. There will also be a day
additional to make S65, and an extra
day every four years, as In leap year.
The new plan will take care of the
regular additional day by placing It
between December 28 and January 1,
unattached to any week or month, nnd
calling it New Tear's day. Similar
provision would be made for Correction day, as the leap year extra would bo
called, which would be sandwiched between convenient dates, belonging to
no month and having no day name of its own except Correction. Having thua
disposed of all possible days and extras, the calendar would be perpetual and
uniform through all the years.
"The simplified calendar," argues Joseph U. Barnes, president, "could be
adopted by congress to take effect the first day of the year 1922, and six
months under this simplified form would make us wonder why we put up so
long with the present form. Every month would have exactly four weeks
and would commence with Monday and end wh'h Sunday.
"There would be no more five Sundays In a month to upset all our

'Ose Crop Gllen Pays for the Lcsd
a

JIPl

itto'Vl

1

,t

Canada offers the
Wrrn
Large pronta aro aasurea.

""'ItliiUHisj.
greatest advantage to home serlcer.
sou can Duy on easy payment terms.

land similar to that which through many years has averaaed from 20 to 43 V
bushel oi wheat to the acre. Hundreds of caws ate on record where in Western V
I Canada a slnftle crop baa paid the coat of land and production. The Govern- - i
ments of the Dominion and Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta want S
the farmer to prosper, and extend every posaible encouragement and help to V
j
,
ThoufthWestern Canada offers land at such low figures, thehiliu,
J
r,
.
Drices of grain, cattle, aheep and bogs will remain.
'
I
,.
',.
I .nan. fur the nurchase of stock m&y bs had at low Interest:
j there are good shipping facilities; best of markets; freo schools;
chnrcnes: snienma c lmaie: lowiaxauon inuns un immiyvriiirius;.
p
For DArtlculftr, m to iooktion of lanosforeal, mips, lllnstmtH literature,

v

Grain Growing and Stock Raising.

n..-t- J
f

W.

. BENNETT, Room 4, Bee Building, 0ÜASA, KE3.
Canadian Government Agent

Rbuistsrbb Avodc

Both time and twuUle ere wired ty
plowing an --ordinary ttiree-artowel
rack above the right end of the sewing machine On this rack can be hung
the sewing tape, etc., and pieces of un
finished coods which otherwise ally
on the i floor beneath the mochín.
5 '
(Prom (Good Housekeeping.

Tlie

17. WIS,

IRVIN OGDEN. ER.

V:

States is around '400,000,000 bushels.
Government statistics show that of this
75880,000 bushels are lost
at
This wastage is due to .the calls, rotting sad freeriagr f (potatoes In shp-saeand (be lack f inenoby imarkcta.

iat

EDITOR AND rVBUSMER

ct

MnÍM

u

$1.50 tm

seoond-clas- a
Entered
postofike in Roy, Jew

Ti

matter at tb

Te fastest fiwSr is
t&iV which con s
Xm..
ft st the rate 'of

Meio.

Oarifiriis He'

n

decl-LSiK-

The peace terms are
able to everybody but the Germans and the "round robin"

Senators. Their "We wont
sign" is the only discordant i&Qte
but it will be drowned out in the
íground swell of approval given
to a just peace and a convenant
for a League of Nations that
gives the world its first promise
of a lasting peace.

'Fhially father summed up the
situation :
r," ho Raid, "I'm going to
become of :thé wvcet
ur pride and add several
OfeVic family If I ifiUw.r .V. JhPnt
lou do no more
ended, IrtakJUiR .at Ihxdxoi
linimer; let Susan pre- around .tue taiii nare itke
ap)earijig apple pl J Mother . was
ltttle, but
success and
iter
bride in lier m
aJL

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
It no lonfcr Etecessary la go into the details
describing the practica, menta of the Ford car"
everybody knows 11 about' "The Universal Car."
How it goes and eomee day after day and year after

,

,

Became niore

ational BM

"Where
Kinder SnaiM Vatlier ask
mor
in 1H

Boom !

NATIONAL BISCUIT

COM! ANY

oy Garage

d
!

1 1

c

í
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t;

use
of

lowei

smiled
Susan
Zu Zu
The

i

lo pic- lie tea

Ben Brown, of Mosquero, came
Mineral Wells, Texas
where he 3 the headof the "Star
Well Realty and Brokerage Co1',
dealing in lands, town property,
oil wells and other things, Ben
stopped off here for .dinner and
handed us his card and prospectus in his" own inimitable and
psycholigical way." He is back
- matJ. F. Baker, of Dawson writes here oerely on a businesshails
from
Texas.
ter
and
from Indianapolis,
for his
Ind. where he has gone to recover
Grandpa Brockman accompan
his health.
ied his grandson Mark Brockman
to Roy Monday morning and
found
time to call on the
Clarence Leffler returned this
is
He
still pretty spry for a man
from Ft Smith, Aik. where he
80 summers, and likes
has been working for several
months. He, like all the rest to visit a democratic print-showho have been east, has decided lie attended Soldiers Day at
to mend his ways, as the heat Newton School House Sunday
there is suggestive of ultimate and was the only Civil War Vet- destination of the wicked and ern present. He was with the
bids him take practical measures Cnff derate iroiy thruout the
civil war.
to avoid toth.
The Department of Agriculture
has taken over from the War Department. $10.320.000 worth of
ammonium nitrate which will be
cinverted into dynamite to be
used in clearing land for agricultural purposes and in road
building.

in from

S--

S--

p,

Many reasons prevented the
Masons from having Lodge last
several
Saturday nigh1; altho
degrees
were precandidates for
sent and anxious t) git on in the
mysteries. It is hoped the next
meetincr will be more successful.

S--

Christian P. Reisner, one of
the noted divines, formerly ol
Denver,, but now pastor of
Grace church, New York city,
has this to say of the newspaper
men: "I never trusted a newspaper man and found that trust
betrayed. Newspaper men are
the best material to be found for
citizens, bublic officials and
ministers." He adds: " It was
newspaper training that fitted
me for the ministry."

Choose from 44 styles, colors, and sizes
in the famous "KANUfcK" Line
of bicycles. All are pictured
in natural colors in our latear
catalog. There are many other
models also. We ship the bicycle
you select direct from our Factory
at Wholesale Price and save you money.
There is a Mead bicycle to suit the

taste of every rider

Motorbike

nrsv.

wsa

Am

sir:..:,

h

8;

Harmon,
Miss Lola Marie
associate editor of the Wagon
Mond Sentinel, and one of the
best informed and most brilliant
School Women of this county
and state, has been in Roy this
week in the intense of the
"Thrift Message Week" and has
not only brought the message of
thrift to many in a most inter
esting manner but has influenced all the "Channels of Blessing"
in town to emulate her example.
Miss
We especially admire
Harmon for the advanced stand
she takes in the matter of education and her convincing articK s
in that line in the Sentinel.

Racers, Juniors

models,

selling poney.

-d- irect-io-riaer

mam
i

Mí

u.un

i

;

30 Days Free Trial

Mi

bicycla you select,
RANUEK
FREIGHT CHARGES FULLY I'KK- PA1D TO YOUR TOWN, for thirty
days free trial actual riding test.
We pay return cnargea ir you ueciuu
not to keep it, and make no charge for
wear and tear during trial. Wemaks
rio effort ta influence your decision.
The trial is all at our expense.

m

Factory

--

to --

Riders

"RANGER"" if vou decide to keep it
ii the oldest and most successful bicycle
concern in the world, with abervlce ae-- 1
Dsrtment that caro for the parta and
repair needa of mnre thnn a million
ridera. With every RANtiEK" we hip
roes a Certificate ot Guarantee for
.
Five Years. .
Horns, Electric Light Ont
'TIÜEC
front and)
nt ii i i ti t Lr a 1 1 ft Luí fits, readv-to-us- e
yfts? rearwheela: Inner Tnbea, Tool Kit, etc..
i'
we nave v
1
I
via Miv Renairnartaforal! hicvclps and coaBter- placed JMiw
I
i 1 M Vi hmlcMi. all accurately nictured and described
I WRM In the aundry patcea of the bin new Ranger
I In trust in the rreat r lral
v VJA1! Catslnir.
Natlonar uannoi vnicapo
Write for it. It'a free! All tha
Amftrlz-Annveltiea In
.
. .
mv
w jv r Intao, imnnrtori finrl
an
wv
wur
oí
perrormance
k'w
I ful
nuinment and attachments at Dricea SO low
I day trial agreement.
viíoW' they will astonish you.

r.w

inn

i

revival

PCnnn

h.

i.

moaei

KSM,

rlhü.í(,uhdaandiyoyit,iii.k.iiion.ybyúiteriing
Rider AgenlS Wanted
jourínenda imd neighbors u "lAaia" bkyciea.
eaUWr,
f nil mrtlcnlsra of our great new offer
tixluy
bnt
Pr.p.id.th.iNoti'''bc,ci.,oa
for so
Send Ka roney (ford
bicycle, tires or suodriea without nrst learning wh.t weofltr.
buy

Fm Trial.

You cannot o

S
to
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coisIpahy
nr?nirvcYCLE
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St9 CHICAGO
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Rev. Triplett, of Abbott arFresh Milk Cows for Sale, inrived Sunday to attend the
O. A. Butler
of
quire
week.
this
Teachers institue
w3pd
Route 1 Roy, N. M.
Trinidad Lucero has decided
to buy the improvements placed
n his hall by the Odd Fellows Farm for Sale
Lodge and leave the hall as it
240 acres, a mile and a quarter
is when they leave Sept. 1st for from Roy, 14 acres beans planted
the Masonic Hall where they will Pasture leased all goes for $11.50
meet after that date. The old per acre. Enquire of Faustin De
hall has been a haven for the Laney at Jno. Schneider farm
lodge since its institution, eight Roy. N, M,
years ago, but - they have out
Has also stono on ground for a
grown it and it will be left for
arge house. Water at 20 feet at
It many places. Buy
better quarters in future.
it before July
still serves the community as a
20th, $11.00 an acre!
dance hall and for other public
purposes.
For prompt, competent and
satisfactory
work in the cement
a
been
has
F.
Self
T.
Dr,
ine,
see
me
workjn Roy this
at
weeks
of
couple
a
"Shut In" for
my
week.
See
work
for for my
A
imposed
quarantine.
by a self
Henry.
recommendations.
E.F.
to
him
Small
Pox
patient brought
and he took the proper means to
Has., not
prevent its spread.
Cleaning and Pressing
been seriously ill but followed
Mrs. Seidel
the rules of segregation for the
protection of others. He had it
before and thought he was
Lost a man's coat between Roy
immune.
and Bob Grunig farm. Finder
He was out again Monday.
please leave at
office.
S--

New Racine, used but
little and has been under roof all
the time. International Tractor
in gocd condition and ready
Seven-DisEmerson,
to run.
tractor Plow, prices? and terms
right.
Frel Fluhmann t4pd
24-4- 0

15-3- 0,

c

r.üCKIE SAYS

electric lighted

for children; Ladles' models too all at
prices made possible only byour raciory

I'lOprietOT

J. W. Beck, Manager,

Thresher For Sale

Mmmi toy go IFrco

.

(INCORPORATED)

"triad.
Rlie saw tlint
cleanly baked Zu Zn
made of best materials, a saving of
by supplying

of mljectives,

New Mex.

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD

onTv

There is to be an attempt by
the Republican majority in the
present extra session of Congress
to withdraw from farm loan
has decided to
Andy Hern
bonds their exemption from taxprinted instead
news
local
his
get
ation. It is announced alio that
through
in
future
verbally
of
there will be an effort to enact the on ly reliable medium the
.
a high tariff. The Republicans
an't be just to the farmer and
generous to the special interests
at one and the same time.
-

ROY,

opened
füích boxes, to
iol

things were not said about iue. ue!F
roit w as because the family-'-ra-

'

and LIVERY

its

ele

Abernathy,

Supt?

Mrs. Myra O. DeFrees, Sec'y
Meets at tbe Christian Chureh,
Roy, N. M every Sunday even
ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

-

... r-.
Wst
.
TI..! snaii11 rocay
s nne luncn- - Wthese
vvnai
tout
ids
eon be? ZU ZU Ginger Snaps and
! ! !

Your

V. P. S. C. E,

1-

a cup o'tea. Boom

j

-

Mr. F. A. SARGENT,, President

lllii'-

'

fX-

Christian Church.
presence is necessary.
G. R.

Eoom!

Edward Everett Young chm, of
the Soldiers Settlement Board,
of N.M, has issued a 24 page
pamphlet covering the question
he is supposeed to understand
better than any one else regarding lands for soldiers. It does not
indicate a desire to
compel
soldiers to live on a dry farm
regardless of whether he wants
to or not or whether he can get
his wife to live on one even if he

Within slightly more than 4,000
words President Wilson has compressed his views and wishes
and recommendations as to some
of the biggest problems of our
internal gevernment. Congress
knows his mind and its members
ought to understand the public
needs and demands. It is now
to be seen whether the Republican majority is ready or willing
to match the constructive efforts
and performances of the Democrats during the last eight years.

at

njwicl), "art the
"vsn't the flavor
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UNION "SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

into

,

jCT"

.

Church Directory

in

i

0

homesteaders.

t:

hun-niti-

biting

?! Cf.

r-

.oat cake

vl,nf,A

JiuiMid,

ti

Almost a Panacea.
Apples are useful in ncrrous dyspepsia; they are nutritious, medicinal, and
vitalizing, they aid digestion, clear the
voice, correct the acidity of the stomach, are valuable In rheumatism, Insomnia and liver troubles.

lgir.1 replied,
times .to be

The way of the transgressor is
often easy enough, it's the end
that' hard.

did. They evld jntly overlook the
fact that many a man is a common laborer in some factory or
mine because his wife prefers
poverty and the gaudy things of
town to independence on a farm.
This applies to soliers as well as

pbalted streets.

required.
lii

'overcome that.
kirn ibc trick?"

3

ths Jot

One of the disadvantages of nato-rlocalities Is Umt tbe Ured gna
has practically no odor and leakages
rj, therefore, undetected. Ons his
been discovered to be hearty alwoy
prtmat In buildings fronting on sik

year at an operating expense so small that its wonderful. This advertisement is to urge prospective
buyers to place orders without delaye. Buy a Ford
car when you can get one, We'll take good care
of your order get your Ford to you as soon as
possibl- e- and give the best in "after.servicewhen

,

;

l

a)

casualties .on both sides numbering
orne 15,000,: and the armies were rejoicing .or sorrowing, when a tired
aourler ,rode up to announce that Jiar
ipoleonjhsd abdicated five days before,
iaod the .war was, over.
,

records one Iroply .ean't shake
budget system of government some
off the tmavlctlaa that there cannot
Indicating that the be too many such mochines In .confinance.
ear stant use. Springfield Union.
fctaunchest standpat gets-ato the ground onee in & wtiile.
But that doesnt make them proso much belter. "I lntply vtátl not
gressives any more tiaan one
have mother caok&sg An itbis iiont,"
stripe makes a zebra.

is

.a.r'nrt

fs

tame huld fia iBmlccn.
rffau&htiUnnecassary Battle.
These talking machines at 59.95," i 'Very dramatic was the conclusion of
Serator Penrose and Represent advertises a OUteogo .moslc house, itte !Pen1nsukr war. Wellington, had
"break all reoomk. .After listening to jjust.won hlslrlumph at Toulouse, the
atíve Gillet have declared for

v

í
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Wtgf ftaUe.Voited
The annual trftfntecwtp of
Much

mVf Gf

-HUNG OP At THE
POST OFFICE FER &D0RE3S FR
POSTAGE , VM1TH NOTWtrV ON THE
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El Dorado Hotel

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month 'at
11.00 a. m. and 8.0U p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at 3,
p.m.
MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

at Roy

Srd Sunday
2nd

Christian

am and 7:30
and 4th Sunday at Mills

Church

11

11

pm

a m and 7:30 p m

Pastor

J. M. WILSON,
BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Services llj A. M., 7.30, P. M..
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

at

SUNDAY SCHOOL
10 A.M. each Sunday,

P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2dand
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
-

Masses:
Service

8

at

Rev. Fr.

andllO a m.
7 30 p.m.

Felix Vachon,

1

Priest in charge,

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

LODGE DIRECTORY

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

A. F. & A, M.

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the?
Main Business District

Tourists and
Will find

ACACIA

LODGE

no.

53

Meeta 2d and 4th Saturdays of month

F. S; Brown, W.

M.

Irvin Ogden, Secy.
All Masons welcome.

Land-Seeke- rs

this the right place.

I. O. O.JF.
FOR SALE;

a good FARM

320 Acres

NtW

M0SS

tr4 ONE CORNER

CHRISTIAN

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

5 miles f om Roy, a level
Evening
road,Fenced, nearly all plow Visiting Brothers always welland, Spring will water 50 come.
Near Red River Melville Floersiieim, N. G.
head.
breaks, PRICE, $7.50 per
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y.
Inquire at the
office.
S--

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and

Careful Attentici
Entrusted

Given all Business
to me
ROY

NEW MEXtCC

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Miss Etta IIornbaker. N. G.
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.
Visiting Sisters welcome

P'

r

.T-Tjr-

Bank
With . Roy
The Trust

New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,"
CAIIUS PLUMLEE,

ROY, 7

-

Uim

ijm

T.i

1.11

f$lf!P. Sources From Which
Vfemenls 0ss3 by ttüdafñ""
Painters Are Derived.

JPHysician in Charge,

Notice oí Sale
In the Juetice'i Court, of F.EL Foster
of Mora County, New Mexico.
C. B,

Mrs. J. P.'Reybc!Jl3 Music
Class. $5.COpr nonth, two- -

V-

Stulblefield Company,
Plaintiff

rntotnVAl

'

IUN

A, Winters, ....
Defendant
Roy Trust & Savings Bunk

J.

Brothers Touring Car, that being the
property attached in said action, for
the purpose of raising the amount due
on the judgment in favor of plaintiff
being One Hundred, ninety nine dollars
(8199.00), debt and 31.00 costs, amount
and the judgment
ing in all to $230.00
in favor of the iutervenor being $112.00
the judgment of plaintiff drawing interest from June 4th, 1919, the date of the
judgment, at the rate of six percentum
and the judgmont of intervenor drawing interest from said date at the rate
of twelve percentum.
The said property wi l be sold to the
highest and best bidder for cash.

Whether paint was Invented In answer to a need for a preservative or to
meet a desire for beauty Is a question
fully as knotty as the ancient one about
the relative time of arrival of the
chicken or the egg. It was invented,
though, bnd it erves both purposes
equally; 86 Whether It Is an offspring
of mother necessity er an adopted son
of beauty remains forever a disputed

question.
The first men, cowering under the
fierce and glaring suns of the biblical
countries, constructed rude huts of
wood to shelter them. The perishable
nature of these structures caused rapid
decay, and It Is probable that the occupants, seeking some artificial means
of preservation, hit upon the pigments
of the earth In their search. It Is perhaps natural to suppose that It wn
the Instinct of preservation that led
men to the search, although the, glories
of the sunsets and the beauties of the
rainbow may have created a desire to
Imitate those wonders In their own
FRANK L. SCHULTZ,
Constable. dwellings.
The earliest rocord of the application of a preservative to a wooden
structure dates from the ark, which
Don't Breathe Either, Girls.'
Cynlcus The average girl can kety was, according to the Bible, "pitched
her engagement secret just about as within and without." The pitch wus a
long as she can the fact that she's triumph of preservation whatever it
been eating onions. Boston
Tran- lacked as a thing of beauty.
Decoration applied to buildings first
script.
comes to light with ancient Babylon,
whose walls were covered with repre
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
sentations of hunting scenes and of
combat. These were done In red ani!
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land the method followed wus to paint the
scene, on the bricks at the time ol
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
assuring permanence by
manufacture,
June. 9, IMP,
baking.
Strictly .speaking, this wiik
Notice is hereby given that
not painting so much as it wus the
Randolph H. Holt, of Buéyeros, N. V. earliest manifestation of our own fawho, on Dec 15, 1913 made TI. E. no miliar kalsominiiif;.
Sec. 34, SWi-S-E- i
011071, for NW1-NE- J
The first Hebrew to mention paintchap
J
and
Sec 27, Twp. 2N, ing I Moses. In the thirty-thirter of the book of Numbers he In
Range 30 K,
N. M.
ye hav
P. M., has filed notice of intention to structs the Israelites,' "When
Into the lam'
make three year proof, to establish rr.ssed over the Jordan
Canaan, then shall ye drive out all
claim to the land above described, be- of
the inhabitants of the land from be
fore Register and Receiver at Clayton, fore you and destroy all their pic12 1919. tures.
New Mexico, on August,
Claimant names as witnesses:
At later periods the Jews adopted
many customs of the peoples who sue
John Gallagher
John Buca
7 26
Pedro lixier cesslvely obtained power over then:
Rafael Tixier
r.nd in the apocryphal book of tin
of Bueyoro?, New Mexico.
Maccabees Is found this allusion ti
VALVERDE,
PAZ
f'i
Register. the art of decorating, "For us the mas
if Hi i
ter builder of a now house must can
for the whole building, but he (bat
uiidertaketh to set It out and paint It.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
must seek out things for the adorning
thereof."
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Although Homer gives credit to n
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Greek for the discovery of paint, the
June 9, 11 19
allusions to It In the books of Moses,
Notice is hereby given that fJELr
the painted mummy cases of the EgypMamie E. Wardell, formerly Mamie E tians and the decorated walls of BabyColdiron, of Roy. N.M. who, on June lon and Thebes fix its origin at t
period long antecedent to the Grecian
19, 1916, made H-iio. 022344 for
era. The walls of Thebes were paintand
i
ed 1,900 years before the coming ol
Sec. 29 Twp. 20N, Rng. 28E.
Christ and 000 years before " 'Omer
N. M. P. M. has filed notice of smote his bloomln' lyre."
intention to make Three Year Proof
The Greeks recognized the value of
to establish claim to the land above paint as a preservative and made use
described before F. H. Foster, U. S. of something akin to it on their ships.
Commissioner, at Roy, New Mexico, Pliny writes of the mode of boiling
wax and painting ships with It, after
on August 5th, 1919.
which, he continues, "neither the sea.
Claimant names as witnesses:
nor the wind, nor the sun can destroy
C V Coldiron
Pat Ledoux
the wood thus protected."
J Q Gambrel
WT Coldiron
The Romans, being essentially a
7 26
Roy,
N.
M.
ell of
warlike people, never brought the decPAZ VALVERDE,
oration of buildings to ilie high plane
Register. It had reached with the Greeks. For
all that the ruins of Pompeii show
many structures whose mural decorations are In fair shape today. The
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
A black
colors used were glaring.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land background was the usual one and the
combinations worked thereon red, yelOffice at Clayton, New Mexico,
and blue.
low
1919
June 9
In the early Christian era the use of
Notice is hereby given that
mosaics for churches somewhat supNua Trujillo, of Roy, N,M.,
who, on
planted mural painting. Still, during
no. 019914 for the reign of Justinian the Church of
April 23, 1915 made
See. 10
and NEi-- Saint Sophia was built at Constantino-piNJ SEJ;
ICJ Sec. 15 Twp.l9N.
Png. 25E. N.M.
and its walls were adorned wltl.
paintings.
P.M. has
In modern Jimes (lie uses of pafnl
filed notice of intention 'to make Final
come to be as numerous as Its
have
claim
to
establish
Three Year Proof
Paint l
to the land above described, before . myriad shades and tints.
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at unique In tint lis name ins no syno'
nym and for i! there is no substitute
office at Roy, N. M., on
material. Breml is the siaff of life, hui
AugiiHt 4," 1919.
Is Mie life of the stuff.
paint
Claimant names as witnesses:
No one thinks of the exterior of r
Roman Sandoval
Julian Sandoval
wooden building now except In tenny
Jose Leon lion ero Juan D. Romero of paint coated. Interiors, too,
pair, led walls and stained furnit
All of Roy, New Mexico.
devin to the lowliest kitchen utensil.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register all receive their protective covering
Steel, so often associated with cernen!
is ;)ainted before it goes
to give solidity to the manufactured
stone. The huge i;lrders of the skyNight Air Net Dangerous.
There Is still a prejudice" among scrapers are daubed an ugly but eft
some against niiit air. For that rea- cient red underneath the surface ron
son some foolish people sleep with of black. Perhaps the best exnnpl:
their windows closed. Night air Is of the value of paint on steel Is found
not dangerous. On the average it Is In the venerable Brooklyn bridge, on
more pure than that of the ;day, In which a gang of painters is kept go
malarious sections exposure at night lng continually. It Is scarce possible
may be dangerous, not because the to think of a Eingle manufactured arair Is bud Lut because malarial mos- ticle which does not meet paint
In the course of Its construe,
quitoes bite only at night. The danger is In the mosquitoes, not the air, itloa So has paint grown Into tht
4

.áfj

d

..."

. Lost!
i
iuemn semes
t.
ia pair vit iron
--

--

,

finder tilease leave fit this office
and get reward.

YOUR

ui--

some-'wher-

rerjr marrow of our

Uvea,

.

acres well improved, good
well, 58 acres under cultivation.
Immediate possesion given,
wheat crop to harvest and thresh
on shares, inquire at the
S--

office.

2-- w

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Int rior. IT. S. I and
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

PROTECTION

Implements.
Farm Wagons &
beds, stock tanks
'Farm Machinery
Stock Tanks
Wind Mills
Oil Stoves
Well Casing
Harvester and Auto Oils
Wagons
Pumps and Cylinders
Gas Pipe
Cream Separators
Good

Header
May 28. 1919
Notice is hereby given that 1
Oscar II. Redd of Roy Mora Co, New
Mexico who on Dc 24, 1911 rvule
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Homestead Entry No. 019064 for NKJ
SE;NV,Ti-NEi;Ej-NEi
Sec. 11 NWJ
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
i;
SWJ;
and Wj-NOflice at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Sec. 12, T. 19N, R. 25 hi, New. Mexico
Jun 12, 1919
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
Kcfce ti hereby given that
P. Mills, U.S. Commss make Final Three Year Proof to esS. de Mure--- , ivijow of
oner, at Solano is still on the tablish claim to the land a1' ove de- Nat'uidil
Mare.,
of Roy, N.M,
S.
Com
Foster,
U
scribed, before F. II.
job and ready to do all the work missioner,
at his offce at Roy, N. M.. who. on April l !'.i'4, and Oct. 10, 16
from Mosquero, Solano and sur- on the 14th day of July 1919.
muden me.-um. iei no's. (120963 &
Mora, New Mexico
Claimant names as witnesses:
204?, f r
rounding territory. Soldier and
nd EJ SEJ Sec. 10
M. N.
A. J. Baker
a d V' i NWJ;
Sec 1', Twp.
Always go
Complete Index to All Lands Sailors
R. R. Lea''h
J. Dgr.., .iN. T.ng 2iF,
J.
and Town Property in Mora" to your nearest Commissoner.
All of Roy, N. v.
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
County.
Office at my home 4 miles S. W.
PAZ VALVERDE, Reg:.".::.
InUrúx." to nuke Final Three Tear
Proof, to
clam w the land
cf Soano.
above described, before
NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION
Solano.N.M- 'J. S. Cojr.".il:cionor, ci his ofTxa at
i ne LODEter.
Unlike most other marine animals,
Department of the Interior, II. S. Land
Mould, N. M. July 3'Jth, 1919
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
the lobster Is not truly migratory In
'
Claimant r.r.:rC3 as witnesses:
Militant Ot'bJ.
May 28th 1919
Its habits. It remains on about the
Prom ü story:
unyielding
"Her
Jean d Mala
N.M,
, Roy,
same ground, It Is believed, from year
Notice is hereby given that
glance went fiercely over the top and
Ju;n Ma sta,
Lujan
to year, coming Into shallower water
Ep.to
heir-- ,
Campb-1heir
for
the
James
J.
i
grappled
mortal combat with his
In spring nnd returning to the less acof Ellsworth J. Cimpbell Deceased of Le::ndro Viildez, Wacn Mound. N.M.
domineering
sneer." Boston
Trancessible depths In autumn.
CL1
Kephart N. M. who on March 12th ar.i
script.
FRANCISCO
DELGADO. Ret-.--:AddT Sept, 1th ma-ih E. Nto02'..
65 and No1 0224S8 ff r Lots 1, 2,3,
Sec, 1 T. 21 N
MICKIE SAYS
Range 29 E
,
FOLKS! when you"
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
pp&tt,
wci-rpieces fen-fa- e
of intention to make Final Three Year
Fea tv. love of wuue,
Proof, to establish claim to the land
To'EtA SO
SON VOVJC
above described
epa
vsomt
h&on
The
boss
before F. II. Foster U. S. ("ommittion
co
"Che.
on
few
erat Roy N. M. nn Ju'y 11. U19.
?C'.. VJP. VAS SANS AM
Employs only
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mechanics in all Lines
UtiSlGNEO LETTER A NT ftN'-A. T. Carter
W. H Gay
General Blacksmithing; Horse Shoeing; Repair Work
Lyell Hazen
Kan y Smi;:.
Expert Wood-Wor- k;

Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
ROY,
New Rfex.

2d-han-

d

Roy .New Mexico.

.

--

NOTICE

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

--

NEJ-NW-

Jack

f!on-ifac-

io

Ei-N-

Baif

work free.

WJ-SW- 'l

2

J.P.Mills,

M--

re

1

SeJ-NW- J;

EC

3 C

Ni-SIC- J,

rSKf,

Liberty Garage
Blacksmith & Machine Shop

e

;

f

floor

ne

Expert
J.

I

0, WADE,

Mechanician.

'

Garage
ri Raymond A. Pendleton, Expert

Mechanic, in charge 7Í

ftuiomooiie Accessories, uas and Uils:
Repair Work,
Welding,
Cylinders
and Bearings Trued by the newest
Processes and most Accurate Machines.
All Repair Work fully Guaranteed.
Oxy-Acetyle-

Re-bore-

d

We handle all FORD-PRT8 at List Pric- e- Made
in Ford Factories. We have them in stock all the time.
A

The famous "MILLER"and "DREADNAUGIIT'
and Tubes, 5000 - mile guarantee.

U TIRES

n

:7jp

all of Kephart N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Power Machinery, Lathes, Drills, Saws, Planers and
every kind of Power Equipment.

Registe;

2

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
May 28, 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Frank Falanion of Roy, N. M. who on
March 6, 1914 made II. E. No. Ó17585
for NWi; SJ NEJ: E SEJ Sec. 27
T-2- )

Range 25 E. N.
M. P. M. has filed notice of intention
to make final three year Proof to establish claim to the land above described, before W. II. Willcox V. S.
Commissioner at his office at hoy, N.
on Ju'y 1!, ÜM9
Chuma!. t names as witnesses:
Antony Patricks Stanislaus Rychlewski
VAnwr V. Seil
Harry Welch
All of Roy N.M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
N

7--

Auto Livery; Cars Housed and Cared For at
Reasonable Rates.

C"Ouf

-

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION

Bring

all your Mechanical Troubles to us,
Its Our Business to Fix Them.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
May.

;

R. A. PENDLETON & SON,

Proprietors,
3

28 1919.

Not'ce is hereby given that Jacob
J. Dimness of Roy, N. M. who on Dec
16, 1914 made H.E. no. 018947, for Lots
and 2, Sec. 6 Lots
1

Sec. 5, Twp. 19 N. Rng. 25 tí. N. M.
P. M. has filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before F. II. Foster, U. S, Commissioner,
at his office Roy, N. M., on

3 Z

C

July U , 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
-- Frank Aldeis
Wm. G. Johnson
O. II. Redd
Remijlo Lopez

Ni

Fairview Pharmacy
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

All of Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals
THE

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

STORE

NYALL

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,
AND

EASTMAN

News Stand,

FILMS

AND

DAILY PAPERS

--

.v

Col. F.O.WHITE
Noted, Tried, Experienced

A

uctioneer

If you want the services cf an

SALESMAN
whose
always
work
has
proven
May 28, 1919
satisfactory, it will make you
Notice is hereby given that
Elizabeth H. Vigil, formerly Elizabeth Money to consult me before makH. Lohstrob, of Mills, New Mexico, ing your SALE DATES.
who on April 24 191fi, made Homestead
No Sale too Near or too Far.

"

All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS

A

.

He Patronizes Me

on

:

.

at a Bargain
P. & G. Farm

Farm For Rent

Its many safeguards for the peoples money :
Its Capital, Surplus and Undivided profits over $40.000.00
-Its alert Board of Directors
Its Conservative Policy
Are for

Stove Store"

Closing Out

320

H--

SE1-SEJ-

.

NEJ-NW-

i;

Tia shop

1

Lessens by ' Appointment ' at
cry residence neat? Jude
Foster's home.

"The Bank of Helpful Service'

'

i;

It

'

Bank

Ur SUHrAUt

Intervenor
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN:- - That
under and by virtue of the Judgment
and execution in the above entitled action, I will, on tho tirst day of August, 1919. at the hour of ten o'clock in
the forenoon, in front of the Roy Garage, at Roy, Mora County, New Mexico, offei for sale and sell, one Dodge

.".V.,

;

Saving

Cruda but Effective ProcetMt Employed by the Egyptian and Greeks ef
Pliny' Day Noah Prudently
l"
Waterproofed the Ark.

.

..

Lessons per week.

Baum Bros

-

--

SUPPLIES

MAGAZINES

Entry No.
SEi; SWJ-NE-

022078

i;

for the Si SEJ; NWJ
Lots

SEJ-NW-

See. 7 T. 20 N. U. 25E- - N. M.
M.
P,
filed
has
notice of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before W. H.
Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his
oflice at Roy N. M. on the ,

No Sale too Large or Small,
can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
n
Office. Roy
New Mexico.
You

Spanish-America-

of July, 1911.
REFERENCES:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
Henry Lebert
Jose C. Maestas
Roy, N. M.
Otto Lostroh
John McCrystel
of Mills,
of Roy, N. M.
Citizens State Bank,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
.vi
i.

11th clay
A

COMPLETE

LINE OF

Jfa AftideS.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY,

Eoy,. N. Mex.

i

'

THf

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

."

--

FOREIGN

All EPITOLÍE OF
LATE LIVE IIEVS

,

Count vpn .Bcrpsto.rff .will, ; go to
RonWas 'German ambassador as soon
as the peace treaty1 IVi'Miffo'd It wai
learned; at Weimar,.!-- .
'
'

,

OF THE
PROGHEM OF, EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD,
RECORD

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE-MENT8-

,

!

SIGO

Southwest

PEACE TREATY

WHcqx,
. Wheeler
noted
;poet, who recently was critically ill
in London, Is speedily - recoterlng.
Mrs. Wilcox plans to return to the ALLIED CHIEFS ARE, CHEERED
BY VAST CROWDS AT
United States Immediately.
The Ukrainians have, defeated Bol
VERSAILLES.
shevik forces all along the front, re
capturing Odessa and threatening
Kief f, ' according to a Ukrainian off!
cial statement received at Berne.
SIGNED
AND
SEALED
; Frederick William Hohenzollern, the
former German crown prince, has es
caped from Holland and made his way
PROTEST
into Germany. News of the escape of GERMAN DELEGATES
AGAINST LACK OF COURprince caused a consider
the
able stir In peace conference circles.
TESY.

rom

t'1

Ella---

CONDENSED

HUNS

News

r.

and Arizona

n

SHOULD TAKE

r.;r

UNTIL AFTER
CATION.'

v;.

PHOSPHATE

:i '.'l'

RATIFj- "

"'

Ut
Nothing Like Plain
Put on Firm, Healthy Flesh and

to Increase Strength, Vigor

lit.

County Agent J. R. Sandige of Gila,
Ariz., reports $210 from sweet potatoes-

on'ia garden of

HOPLE

';';'':

t

Sanie.

COMING EVENTS.
Arizona Statu Fair Nov. 3 to 8,

-grown

TII1I

BLOCKADE WILL NOT BE RAISED
:

Western NewKunpnr Union New

1

THE TREATY

All Over

Ñév Mexico
.v0

f.TUST RATIFY

Kr

U,

and Nerve Force.

S, BEHIND FRANGE

Judging- - from the countless preparations
and treatment! whlrh are continually being advertised for the ourposa of making
thin people fleshy, developing arms, net-Iand bust, and replacing ugly hollows and
ins
ansies Dy
soft curve
lines of health
beauty,
and
there are evidently thou-sanot mea
and women
who keenly
feel their excessive thinness.
ThlnnsM an4
weakness ara
often due to
nerves.
Our
need
bodies
phosmore
phate than
contained
la
modern fonda.
ItiMTITfiTJ. r-- " y mere
la
claim
ut"""'"
nothing- that will supply this deficiency
so well as the organic phosphate known
among
druggists as
which is Inexpensive and Is sold , uost
all druggists under a guarantee of satisfaction or money back. By fqfrtüis the
nerves directly and by supplylnSfihe body
cells with the necesBary phosphoric food)
elements,
should producs
a welcome transformation In the appearance; the Increase in weight frequently
being astonishing.
Increase In weight also carries with It
a general Improvement in the health.
Nervousness, sleeplessnes. and
of
energy, which nearly always accompany
excessive thinness, should soon disappear,
dull eyes ought to brighten, and pale
cheeks glow with the bloom of perfect
wa
health. Miss Georgia Hamilton,-whonce thin and frail, reporting her
has
writes:
brought about a Tnnglo transformation
with me. I gained 15 pounds and never
before felt so well."
CAUTION:
It
Althoueh
unsurpassed for relieving nervousness,
sleeplessness and general weakness, It
should not, owing to Its tendency to Increase weight, be used by anyone who
does not desire t put on flesh.

one-tent- h

acre. ,
FINAL PROVISIONS
MADE FOR
The purchase of the entire holdings
ENFORCING OBSERVANCE'
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
of the Shannon Copper Company in the
OF TERMS.
Clifton, Ariz., district by the Arizona
British, French and Itulian labor
("opper Company, Ltd, has been conWestern Newspaper Union jw tMrTlce.
representatives have decided to make
firmed by Norman Carmlchael, general
a general demonstration on July 20 or
WESTERN
Versailles, June 30. World peace manager
Paris, Juno 30. Conditioning the
of the Arizona Copper ComFormal announcement of the candi- 21 to protest against allied Interven was signed "and sealed In the historic
raising of the blockade upon Gerpany.
tlon
In
Russia.
This announcement ball of mirrors at
dacy of General Alvaro Obregon for
.Versailles June 28,
Thirty horses, handplcked for their many's ratification of the treaty is
the presidency of Mexico at the elee was made by Arthur Henderson, Brit but under circumstances which someevil dispositions and more evil reputa- regarded In conference circles as a
tlon In 1920 was made public this lsh labor leader, at the labor confer
what dimmed the expectations of tions, have been cut out from Idaho sure plan for securing a speedy ratifience at Southport, England.
week.
who had worked and fought Bill's herd and will be used In the cation because of Germany's food and
those
General Hoffmann of Germany, who
Governor McKelvle tentatively de
during long years of war and months bronc riding contests at the Fifth An- raw material needs. 'As Russia was
cided to call the Nebraska Legislature was a prime mover In the negotiations
of
negotiations for Its achievement
nual Cowboys Reunion, July 2, 3 and practically blockaded as a result of
treaty
In special session Monday, July 21, for leading up to the
the blockade against the central pow4,
at Las Vegas, N. M. The men Who ers,
Germany and the allied and assothe purpose of ratifying the woman with Russia, has been dismissed from
the opinion Is held that when the
suffrage amendment to the const i tu his command In the eastern district, ciated powers signed the peace terms ride these brutes wilt be entitled to all blockude of them ceases there will lie
can
they
$5,000
that
win
prize
of
the
having declared he would defend that lii the same imperial hall where the
tlon of the United States,
no blockade against Russia.
money.
district to the last man In defiance Germans humbled the French so
The 0,000-tosteel steamship Colo of
Eleven miles of concrete road, sixthe government's orders and never
forty-eigh- t
years ago.
Paris. The official notification to
rado Springs, a Victory Loan honor
teen feet wide, wiU be built this sum- Germany that the blockade will not
recognize
peace
treaty.
the
'
This formally ended the world war
ship named after Colorado Springs,
mer from Las Cnices. N. M southFifteen flags captured from (he which lasted Just thirty-sevebe raised until the treaty is ratified
Colo., as a reward for that city's over
days
An of the feder- by Germany was In
the form of a
subscription, was launched at the French, which were returned after less than five years. Today, the day ward under the direct
al bureau of public roads of the dis- resolution adopted by the council of
Skinner & Kddy shipbuilding plant at signing of the peace treaty, were taken of peuce, Is the fifth anniversnry
rf trict supervised by- the Denver head- four and presented to the German delfrom a museum in Berlin by a crowd of
Seattle, Wash.
German
pub- the murder of Archduke Frances quarters. The total cost to the governofficers
egation before its departure for Bersoldiers
and
and
Announcement has been made by a
Feidinand at Seralevo.
ment and the state of New Jlexlco, lin. The resolution follows:
representative of a Boston firm that licly burned near the statue of Freder "The ceremony
of signing the peace each bearing half the expense, will be
"The superior blockade council Is
he had purchased from one grower ick the Great. As the flags burned a
was brief. " Premier Clemen- - $275,000.
terms
great
sang
crowd
Uber
"Deutschlahd
Instructed to base its arrangements
his clip of 41,000 pounds of wool for
eeau called the session to order In the
On account of the shortage of labor for rescinding restriction upon trade
604 cents a pound, at Great Falls, Alies."
l,
with Germany on the assumption that
General Pershing and Herbert C. Hall of Mirrors of the Chateau of in the Pecos valley, the girls of
Mont, the highest price paid for wool
New
formed
"Pick
Méx.,
have
the
the allied and associated powers will
Hoover
represented
Versailles
at
o'clock
3:10
Stotes
United
the
The signing
lu that vicinity.
a Peach Club" to work in the big peach not wuit to raise thft blockade until
Crops on 700 acres of Yakima valley in a distinguished company of noted began when Dr. Hermann Mueller
orchards to help gather the crop. The the completion of ratification, as proland, most of It belonging to the Union men from the allied countries wbf and Johannes Bell, the German signa- girls
will be given free rides to and vided for at the end of the treaty with
Orchards Company and planted to ap were honored by Oxford Unlversitj tories, affixed their pames.
from the orchards in automobiles and Germany, but that It is to be raised
ples,-werendangered when the con with degrees of doctor of Civil law.
The German correspondents were It Is thought the new organization will immediately upon receipt of Informacrete standpipe by the Wenns dam was The ceremony was the culmlnatiug fea ushered Into the hall shortly before
be the means of saving the largest tion thut the treaty of peace has been
ture
or
com
of
the
annual encaenia
blown up by dynamite. The perpetrat
8 o'clock and were given standing
peach crop In the history of the Pecos ratified by Germany."
or Is not known. There has been high memoration exercises.
room In a window at the rear of the
valley.
The
convention
feeling In regard to the water rights of SPORT
correspondents' section.
Dr. Oscar Mollne, quarantine In hns been signed on behalf of the two
When Premier Lloyd George ar
the Wenas valley for several years.
Al Norton of California, a heavy
spector, Bureau of Animal Industry of governments, accordiug to the news
The Kansas winter wheut crop, now weight, won the decision over Hersco rived many of the delegates sought
reports during the month of papers. It is said that the covenant
Arizona,
being harvested, was estimated at 229,- - vitz of Canada In ten rounds In the autographs from the members of the
May sixteen Inspections at the border includes several articles and specifies
council
of
four,
they
and
them
busied
boxing
events of the Interallied games
217,00 bushels in the monthly report
peace treaty by j
selves signing copies of the official ports of entry from Sonora, totalling that violations of the
Issued by J. C. Mohler, secretary of In France.
Germany
give France the right
will
25,000
head
of
are
cattle.
These
cattle
Aggressiveness won for Hurry Greb, program until the Germans entered
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While bears are certainly dreadful
antagonists, they have been known to
get the worst of It; when out of their
element.
Curious and unequal combats occur when beasts of prey attack
creatures under unusual circumstances.
r
The pursuer In such a case Is likely to
incur more risk than the pursued, a
)
fact that was illustrated In a novel
encounter In a harbor of Florida be4
tween a bear and a turtle.
The crew cf a schooner while ashore
heard a strange rumpus and pushing
around a turn in the beach, saw a huge
loggerhead turtle In deadly combat with
t f
a big black bear.
From the men's position it seemed
SktW, MJf.&
that the bear had sprung upon the tur1 First photograph of Villlsta prisoners taken by United States troops in Mexico.
2 Men of the British
tle as it was retreating toward the waroyal air forces at work on the moorings on Roosevelt field, Mineóla, L. I. for the great British dirigible
ter, and had tried to over tura It. In
which was scheduled to make the trip across the Atlantic. 3 Sunderland House, London, the seat of the League
some way the bear had stepped In
of Nations committee until permanent headquarters are established in Geneva, Switzerland.
front of the turtle, which,' thrusting
its head out, had quickly seized one of
the bear's hind legs and held it.
paid by Germany for the armistice, opponents of the League of Nations
At this the bear roared loudly, pawREVIEW OF and In sinking them the Germans de- In that body almost to abandon hope
ed furiously at the turtle's back,
liberately stole that which they had of Its defeat, but enough of them still
and tried to force It over.
The tur-tl- é
paid. The fact that they apparently demand the amendment of the coveresisted with all Its strength
settled what might have developed nant to prevent its ratification as It
and weight. He settled down close to
Into a dispute among the allied nastands. Senator Borah is unremitting
the (round whenever the bear made
tions as to the disposition of the ships In his fight against both the covenant
an extra effort.
Then, as the bear
does not mitigate the crime. The flag and , the treaty, attacking them on
would relax Its efforts the turtle would
Signing of the Peace Treaty at incident, small in Itself, was charac- every occasion. In talking against
suddenly start up and endeavor to get
Hun.
the proposed American army of 400,-00-0
teristic of the
nearer the water, keeping his firm hold
Versailles Brings the World
men he said the league covenant
i
on the bear's leg.
offers no hope of disarmament, but InClose.
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Finally, by a sudden push and á powmans exhibited itself in various ways stead makes certain an era of the
erful muscular effort of his head and
during the week, and the several fac- greatest armaments the world has
paws, bruin managed to get the turtle
ever seen. The senate passed the bill,
tions took advantage of the conditions
half set, one side being raised a foot
PRINCE RETURNS each in
which carries an army appropriation
manner.
The
radicals
own
Its
Pursuing .his advantage, he
or two.
and the mobs that always support of $888,000,000. The bill as passed by
seized one of the turtle's hind flippers
the house provided for 300,000 men
in his Jaws, and the snap that followed Bloody Rioting In Berlin and Hamburg them. turned Berlin Into a Bedlam, and appropriated $718,000,000.
The
fighting
rioting
and
plundering
and
showed that the bear felt that things
Strong Indications of a Military
the troops that were sent to suppress house majority in opposing the larger
were coming his way.
n
"Free
them. Shops were pillaged and citi- temporary army is seeking to hasten
He continued to chew the flipper
the entire reorganization of the army
Ireland" Agitation Increaszens robbed by armed bands of maand endeavor to overthrow the turtle.
Incited them and the adoption of a permanent miliIn United States.
agitators
rauders,
ing
while
But his antagonist worked around and
to further outrages. At last accounts tary policy. The naval bill presented
finally got in a stroke with its sharp
the battle was still going on and barri- to the senate also is larger than that
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
claw that badly ripped the bear's unpassed by the house, carrying an apThe peace treaty with Germany was cades had been erected in the streets.
derside.
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there
28,
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such an extent that he let go his grip
creasing the personnel to 191,000 men.
persons
were
many
which
in
riots
on the flipper and, reaching his head world war officially came to a close
Plans for President Wilson's speech- indusdown, tried to reach and free his hind lust five years to a day after the event killed. Representatives of the
making tour in support of the treaty
political
and
seized
councils
trial
the
mighty
conflict,
leg. Herein he committed a terrible that precipitated the
and League of Nations covenant are
tactical error and the enraged logger- the assassination of the Austrian grand military power there, but Gen. von not yet completed, but It Is said he
strong
was sent with
head quickly Improved the opportunity duke at Sarajevo. The ceremony was
certainly will go as far as to the Paperformed in the Hall of Mirrors at forces to restore order.
thus afforded him.
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repreand quick as a flash fastened his iron kind In all history. After the
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sia that would defy the allies and the
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plot proportions that It cannot be ignored.
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was loaded with long boards which menace to the peace of the world."
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that
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If the civilized nations of the world to procure
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representatives.
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Halmhausen, secretary of the peace have learned their lesson, they
In view of the elaborate care 'Ith delegation, was selected, but he was take the advice of Clemenceau: "Be
The greot sympathy strike in Winniwhich most details of sick nursing too unimportant to suit the allies, and careful; keep your powder dry." In- peg came to an end Thursday, being
have been worked out, It is more than so he declined. Finally Dr. Hermann
cidentally, the 'Tiger," having seen called off by the strike committee. The
a little curious that the maintenance Mueller, foreign minister; Herr Leln- the day for which he says he waited terms of settlement were left to a
of the patient's warmth In bed should ert
forty-nin- e
years, has announced his government
On the
commission.
and Doctor Bell, minister of
have been left so long to the precariwere named to sign the treaty early retirement to private life. He whole the strike was a failure.
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ous ministry of the
a great
Chicago and New York both had
nd accepted the unthankful task, has greatly accomplished
At the Treloar Cripples' hospital, Al- promising to be in Versailles by Satur- task.
and embarrassing labor trouserious
ton, England, two wards are now supbles last week. In the former city the
day morning.
mattresses,
which
electric
with
plied
Austria will follow Germany's lead street cleaners, garbage and ash hanIt fell to the lot of Halmhausen
have proved both safe and convenient
and accept the terms Imposed on It, dlers and Job foremen and the teamM.
to
fornotify
Clemenenceau
In practice, even when a child is the
and Italy's new government, headed sters and chauffeurs working for tbe
occupant of the bed. The mattress is mally of the decision of the governby Nlttl, has given assurance of its city and on city Jobs went on strike,
accept
treaty,
ment
to
in
and
the
the
differentially heated, and the heating
adherence to the treaty prepared. Dis- and many other city employees made
note
with
he
course
his
of
remarked
element Is so disposed that the maxipatches from Vienna said a political demands for more pay. In New York
vio"No
act
humor
of
mum warmth is generated at the foot unconscious
rapprochement was materializing be- a strike of teamsters almost deprived
Gercan
honor
lence
touch
of
the
the
end, less in the middle and none at all
tween Italy and Austria, especially
the city of its supply of vegetables and
people"
anything
could
as
man
if
at the head end.
touch a thing so Illusive, not to say concerning Tyrol. At home Nlttl is fruits.
having a hard row to hoe, his political
An Interesting innovation was the
nonexistent.
More Food From Irrigation.
If there were such a thing as Ger- opponents, especially the nationalists organization of a labor union of navy
Prospects throughout the western man honor, the violence of the Ger- headed by D'Annunzlo, attacking him officers, begun in the Atlantic fleet,
reclamation belt indicate that the food mans themselves would have touched fiercely for his attitude on the Adri- for the purpose of obtaining Increased
production records of 1917 and 1918 it twice the other day. First, when atic question.
pay and other concessions from the,
Bulgaria remains to be dealt with, government. It is planned to affiliate
will probably be eclipsed by those of the crews of the surrendered war
the current season. Prices of essen- ships sank them in Scapa Flow, and, and so does Turkey. The latter has with the American Federation of Latial foodstuffs are high enough to second, when a mob took from a mu- not helped her cause any by her recent bor and to extend the union to Incíud
make It attractive and profitable for seum and burned the captured French actions. Strong bodies of Turkish solthe Pacific fleet nod the European and
farmers to produce on a big scale. Re- flags of 1871 which Germany was diery have attacked the Greek forces Asiatic squadron. A clause in the
ports indicate the labor supply Is pledged to return to France. In these in Asia Minor and forced them back navy regulations virtually forbids the
abundant and good, although demandacts they are accused of violating toward the coast. Of course Greece formation of such organizations, but
ing high pay. Credits are not crampboth the armistice and the treaty and has made protest, and so far as is the facts that their pay has not been
Increased since 1908 and that the
ed, with the consequence that native will be called to account.
Also, the known the Turks have not explained
commutation of quarters to officers at
fanners are not handicapped In their allies, or at least the French, will de- their action.
sea now is in danger of being cut off
operations. This is why It looks like n mand reparation for the destruction
farmers of the war vessels. The surrender of
boom year for the rubber-boo-t
Slowly changing sentiment In the apparently have made the officers 'deof the far West.
those vessels was part of t'ae price United States senate has caused the fiant of the rule. 9
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HEWS

The original Declaration Itself and

the.

aesic on which It waa written are preserved In the state department at Washington. Th document, written on parch-

ment in a bold hand and . bearing the
original signatures, was deposited with
the department of state when the government was organised In 178, and Is still
there, though sealed up In a steel case
to preserve it from light and air, on account of the fading text and signatures,
some of which have become Illegible.
That of John Hancock, which heads the
names of the Massachusetts signers. Is
still conspicuous by Its boldness, while
that of Stephen Hopkins of Rhode Island
till Indicates the physical Infirmity that
made It almost Impossible for him to
write his name. Other historic names on
the old document, some of them hardly
legible, are Samuel Adams, Benjamin
Franklin, Roger Sherman, Robert Morris,
Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin Rush and others less famous. Thomas
Jefferson, who wrote the Declaration of
Independence, gave the desk as a wedding
present to a gentleman of Boston, who
married Jefferson's granddaughter, and
It remained In. the family till 1880, when
It was presented to President Hayes, who
placed It In the state department building beside the Immortal Instrument which
was written upon It In 1776.

DOCUMENT THAT

FJADEJIISTOilY
now the Immortal Declaration Was Drawn
Up and Signed.
Fourth of July represents

tbe average American boy
THEa great
victory won some 140
years ago against overwhelming odds.
He dimly remembers from his history
lesson that something or other, called
the Declaration of Independence, was
algned that day in 1776. Sometimes
he la not quite so sure of the date as
that and he knows very little concerning the original document itself.
The original of the Declaration,
"written by hand on parchment, and
now much worn and faded, is carefully preserved in an
and
light-procase In the library of the
department of state. Only facsimiles
are exhibited today, the original being too precious a document to risk
In the light and air.
A facsimile of the Declaration Js
on exhibition in the division of history in the older building of the National museum at Washington, where
there are also preserved personal
relics and mementos of several of the
members of the second continental
congress who signed this great resolution.
The history of the origin and drafting of the Declaration Is of considerable interest. In the second continental congress, which was meeting
In Philadelphia, Richard Ilenry Lee
of Virginia, on June 7, 1776, introduced the following resolution, which
was seconded by John Adams:
"Resolved, That these united colonies are, and of right ought to be,
free and independent states; that
they are absolved from all allegiance
to the British crown, and that all political connection between them and the
state of Great Britain Is, and ought
to be, totally dissolved.
"That It is expedient forthwith to
take the most effectual measures for
forming foreign alliances.
"That a plan of confederation be
prepared and transmitted to the respective colonies for their approbation."
Consideration of this resolution was
postponed, and on June 11, Thomas
Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin
Franklin, Roger Sherman and R. R.
Livingston were appointed a committee to prepare a Declaration to serve
as a prenmble to this Independence
resolution. This committee, known as
the Jefferson committee, submitted a
draft of the Declaration on June 28,
which was laid on the table for later
consideration. On July 1 congress,
sitting as a committee of the whole to
consider the resolution respecting independence, agreed thereto, and reported it to congress.
.

air-tig-

On July 2 the resolution Itself was
adopted by congress, and the Declaration was considered by the committee
of the whole, being taken up the next
day, July 3.
On July 4 the Declaration, which
included the first paragraph of the
resolution, was agreed to by the committee of the whole, reported to congress, and adopted.
The independo
ence of the united colonies was thus
declared, and thereupon congress Immediately ordered that the Declaration be authenticated and printed under the supervision of the committee
previously appointed to prepare it, and
that copies thereof be distributed to
all state assemblies and to the commanding officers of the army.
In accordance with the above order, the Declaration was Issued as a
printed broadside on July 5, with the
heading: "In Congress, July 4, 1776.
A Declaration by the Representatives
of the United States of America in
Congress
General
assembled."
It
bore the name in print of John Hancock, president of the congress, and
was attested by Secretary Charles
Thomson, but bore no other names.
On July 19 It was resolved In con-

gress:
"That the Declaration passed on the
fourth be fairly engrossed on parchment, with the title and stile (style)
of 'The unanimous declaration of the
thirteen United States of America,
and that the same, when engrossed,
be signed by every member of congress,"
It could not have been headed
"Unanimous" on July 4, for the New
York delegates had not then been authorized to agree to it, and it was not
until July 15 that it was announced
In the continental congress that the
assembly of New York had approved
the Declaration, and thus made it
unanimous.
On August 2, 1776, the Declaration
of Independence, being engrossed and
compared, was signed by the members; those who were nót present on
August 2 affixing their signatures at
later dates, all but one signing before

January 18, 1777.
It has been ascertained that of th
flfty-sisigners, more than
were not present on July 4, 1776, and
seven of them Thornton, Williams,
Rush, Clymer, Smith, Taylor and Ros
were not members on that date. On
the other hand, seven members on
that date George Clinton, John
R. R. Livingston, Henry Wlsner,
Thomas Willing, Charles Humphreys
and John Rogers had not the privilege of becoming "signers," for the
membership of all but one had ceased
prior to August 2.
The first official issue of the Declaration bearing the names of the
signers was printed as a broadside In
Baltimore under the resolution of
January 18, 1777, ordering that coplea
be sent to each of the United States.
There are only four copies of this issue now known to exist, one of which
is in the library of congress at Washington. It is authenticated in writing
by John Hancock as president of congress and attested by Secretary Thomx

one-four-

Al-so-

son.

Contrary to popular opinion, therefore, it is seen that the Declaration
was not signed on July 4, the day it
passed, but between August 2, 1776,
and January

18, 1777,

after it had

engrossed and compared, and
then only by 55 members, all of whom
were ordered to do so by the resolution passed July 19, 1776. The name
of Thomas McKean, which does not
appear among the signers in the
printed copy, was added later possibly not until 1781, making the fifty-sixtsigner. But little has ever been done to
perpetuate the memory of. these 66
early Americans, only a few of whom
but it Is interesting
are
to know that the National Society of
the Sons of American Revolution, In
with tbe Society of Descendants of the signers, is locating
the graves of those patriots, and preparing a memorial volume to include
a biography of each individual,
been

h

well-know-
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THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

they are making. The
a result of the
opportunity comes
generosity and thought of Colonel WIVt
Ham Boyce Thompson of Ntw,Tork
who has concelTed and put Into exec
tlon what Is known as the Uonjt Pf
'
!i ."
per Serrlce.
V
Under tbe plan, every man and ro
jnan In foreign service will receive th
town newspaper, and so be kept ia
constant touch with the places ond the
of the

e

u

none)
Contributors who send In the fall
price of a year's subscription may, It
they wish, designate to what particular
person they wish the newspaper sent,
but If the name given 's already listed
as receiving the pape, then the publisher reserves tbe right to apply the
subscription to some less fortunate soldier boy or noble woman who Is Just as
lonely for news ot hme and home

QUEST! ONN Allli..'.
Llll

mmmmmm

i'.

ANSWERS

WHICH- - WILL SOLVE
PERJLEXINQ
PfiOBLEMS
OF
BRA.
THI3 RECONSTRUCTION

Query. The governmnt
in educational campaln

ha

Iimnched

Vn
em'ouruge
building in order to put moro men to
work. Would not a similar Movement to
folks.
how how (.he old structures caiv bo bent
The name of every contributor to and most economically repaired' and made
people they know and love. ,
this home paper service will be pub- Rood as new also hel?
Every branch of .the United States lished In this newspaper, and the name
Answer. It Is learned tlint such o
Government is interested In the plan. of everyone entered for a subscription
plan Is In effect mid is linked directly
will be published as well as the numThe Government realizes Ihe Imporwlih (lie Wnsliingtdii i.u'opiigr.ndaber of those remaining whose subscriptance of keeping those In the service
IndiiHtry must be tur'ied buck' font
tions have not been covered.
happy and constantly in touch with
If the amount of money received works of war to tliu vuy: of iicace.
their home ties and associations. Noth
shall be more than Is necessary to send Employment must be found, In tbe
lug Is more depressing in a national the paper to every person from the tnenmrhile,
for those wliose occupte-tlemergency than the spirit of loneliness
town now in the service, then the ballias Iiecn interrupled. I'liore Is llo
ance will bo turned over to the lied
In those serving their country, and ofrent sui'i'lus of hibor in the United
Cross.
ficials know that nothing cun dispel
State. Uatber there Is a shortage;
I The plan Is endorsed by the pubthis feeling more effectually than readwliiclr
would bo acute If normal
newspaper
lisher of this
without any
ing the home town newspaper.
were already restored, and one
thought of profit, either directly or InPublishers of newspapers In all parts
ill come
directly, but with a sincere desire to step towards restoring them
of the country this newspaper Incluhelp keep the home tir?s burning and with' I'PSHimptior' of repair work.
dedhave grasped with pleasure the to send to our heroes and heroines
Obveriwiw'iit restrictions, Imposed by
plan outlined by Colonel Thompson,
news of our town, to keep their beans the'
necessities of the war program,
and they have agreed to
in warm for us and to let then) know
have for wvany months past retarded
every way.
thoy are constantly In our minds.
The publisher, of course, cannot or altojíetñer pmvented consl ruction,
Under the ruling of the War IndusIrnprttvement ond repairs. These retries Iioard newspaper publishers are make a profit on circulation, and
l
strictions' re now off, and there
as
such
will
circulation
this
forbidden to send their newspapers
sent scarcely m town, o city, a factory,
circulation from
free, even to soldiers. The newspaper
far across the sea can have no added dwelling or a farm that does not revea
must be subscribed for In the regular
value to the advertiser.
crying- need" for prompt attention
way, the only exception being soldiers
These facts are stated so that every Nothing
uch Instant action ex
who formerly were In the employ of contributor may feel that every cent
cept the' feeling that prices are hlgl
the newspaper and who left that serr- contributed goes to the good cause.
The mothers of our boys are facing fór' thJe tlme'belng and may be lower.
lce to enlist. Colonel Thompson there,
That1! BOtJ logical. No matter wlia
fore proposes that the public In each an ordeal with a bravery that comIt
costs t6'repa4irr tbe cost la less thai
respect
and
admiration.
Hera
mands
community contribute to a fund so that
tiny stars are turned tbe' cost' of neglect. No matter wiw
the borne newspaper (In our ense this and títere where
bl'je to gold, where anguish grips the cost of!' paint, the wind and tin
newspaper) may reach every man and from
tbe heart, the nation stands In silence weather will1 collect a higher bill ii
woman now In the service of lils coun- and honors the women who have given
deterioration)' audi decay.
try.
of their blood, the very bone of their
Anyone may contribute to tbe fund, bone, to their country. To them, home
and any sum may be contributed. It Is bas lost its meaning the soul of It bus
yoo think of paint at
Qury WTiMi
not necessary to contribute the entire
an Investment, aiKd from th appearanot
is no borne, it is Ju.il
amount of one subscription.
It does place-- , and no place is quite so liut'iy, it lends? Does It really AY to paint a
houa recularly; iy, evry three or foui
not matter whether the rich man sends uniese It ba within the hearts of ,ilvM
years?
In one hundred dollars or the poor hoy brave sons In far off France who long
or little girl sends la five cents. Kin-A!i8wer,i;0wd paint prvperly apfor Just a word of home. There run-ngift will be a message of love and help,
b a roan, there cannot be a wo- plied when: needed1 the main tiling to
fulnese to. the home town folks "Over man,, net net even a child, who will making a hbuse'laat long end well. A
There." ' The money will be lumped fall to- contribute Just a little to muka nouee worth $2,500;eaa be pinted at a
Into one fund, out of which subscrip- the heaces ot these patriots llglues.
years that
cost ,of about $lii.r. Ia
tions will be entered as fast as the fct oae, Kvt 1 our town.
paintings
15
wllbineeril
bouse
Ikut
a received.
the total cost of'wMien; wiPl be $1,805
Left without pnlnti.sueh: a bose would
30 years. So
fall Into complete-mitaklng GO yearsaga basi for our flg- urvs we find that witfc ptnt a borne
will last that time- la good condition
With
and will cost, p!s-palntout paint the 'house' wsul'd have to be
S 3i years and
rebuilt attthe-eowould be ready íiiiv aaetUi-- complete
rcMiovatloniiwhani tile- sixtieth year arrived. Cost without paint, $5,000 for
ff
a home reudy toifnlil t pieces. Does'
worfcingr
year
regular lisir.tirvf oirrl As the old
75,000000 pounds
required
Dutch adage ajsTV
an41
r oi
IAS wyyk
CUM4
jf WWUM CUiU swrtft 1W&U
"PAINTf P.AVS. FOR ITSELF."
cornil-aitlon-
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Registered French Percheron Stallion,

LEOPOLD

99421

'

Recorded, Percheron Society of America, No. 101778.
Color, Black, white star in face. Foaled May 4, 1911, Bred
By M. Hubert, Dept. of Orne, France.
Best TON STALLION In New Mexico. Licence No.

fted--the-
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S?JÜ? Season of 1919
Farm, 2 miles West and 6 miles North of ROY,
To insure Colt to Teat
(T
(1
Tyic5 ip JLJ. $12.50 for Season. Impregnator

-

1

Service by experienced breeder each Monday, Wednesday, Friday and
Service Reserved
Care wili be taken to prevent accidenta but will not be respon-ibl- e
Saturday, at 3 P.M. Fast TimeJ.
Parting
any
with,
or removing mare from the neighborhood forfeits insuroccur.
should
ance and season becomes due and payable at once, mare standing for same,

r

"Meats in Storage"

The Mills Percheron Horse Company,

Ererp

George Cochrane, Keeper.
, Armageddon.
Armageddon, mentioned In Herniation 10:16, was the piala of Esdraelon,
the scene Of Israelltlsh victories, and
hence the term Is used to signify the
scene of a momentous test of any
kind, especially of a decisive buttle.
It was used by the Progressive
convention in 1012, anil has
been frequently used In connection
with the war.
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Valuable African Tree.

tree known as the tilica is beginning to attract commercial itlentlon in
Western Africa. It supplies the natives
Oot only wlih nuts, which they highly
Bilze, hut with a htitter that may become an article of commercial importance. It Is already exported to Europe, where makers of artificial butter
8nd use for it.
A

Crude Tools, Artistic Work.
The natives of Torres straits,
Queensland,' r,.ake numerous ornaments out of tortoise and pearl shells.
Hair combs, earrings, finger rings,
chains and brooches made of tortoise:
tlUf-finvA l..1t.4
ft
dlw.ll
5111 II
ITIIII l.lí.f
III'.'IIIV. f UI .nod
l.ll'.IVI nrltVl
V....
are given an artistic finish. And often
tha only tool used Is a knife or a
piece of broken glass.
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Anti-Ru"Dope."
U. 8;.lfverrt
Incident, to.
tlie government
bne faceditlie problem thai has so long1;
proved liafflihg. to coimuerclal con .
ccrns oíipvotect.ng Iron and steel fronvi
rust. ' lhiani attempt to solve this fed,;,
hove perfected varloutt i
eral
fw'ins of pivtective coatings. In tlila,
CMJueulioii: it may be pertinent to nsU
wheiltari comniendiil uwa will not be
"dopna""
found: also' toe tbe
whicHittlH goveriiment lia invented 'to..
lie. applied' to airplane wings and whlchh
of valuable wcather-ree-sstinundi fireproof qua litios.
l

Meats in storage caurai&t of
65

per cent (approximate) ham bacon, etc,
ia process of curing.. It. takes 30 to 90
days in pidde or salt to complete the
process.

10

per cent frozen: port that is to be cured
later ia the year.

nre.jisse(I
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foor-fift-
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OF COLOR UPON TH&
DURABILITY OF

aFHT-EC-

hs

Property owners who ma;; lmra- - UiT
or
dor consideration llio palnlin
dweiilings and other structure,, ijhoub
renicíiiter that more durable. iwsU:
are obtuined when tinted iniy.ts ar
iiíMítl
I'ermanent coloring, material;

-

per cent ia frozen, beef and lamb, part of
which is ewned bjr the Government and

shipwas intended chiefly for over-sea- s
ment. If this were.alt diverted to domes- -,
tie trade channels it would be only
Wz lbsw per capita a 3 days' supply.

into a high grade white,- patat lus
have the effect of prevmiijiug "chalk
-

Jng" and "checking,''' turo
which are often obser.v.sd:
points are used.

ill

YOU HELP

GOB BOYS

ABRID?

From this it will be seen that "meats
in storage" represent merely unfinished goods in process of curing and
the working supply necessary to, assure
the consumer a steady flow of, finished
product

COLOR, COMBINATIONS
Stinpl.
Stencil

PRETTY
OrounS

'oat
White

'
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White

Woman and Child
Can Join to Send News, oí
W Town Into (ha Frontline

At Highest Market Prices
Hides, Pelts and all Farm and Ranch Prodi.ce.
'

Whits

TO

Dry Goods, Shoes

MOVES

BANISH

Heroes Are Calling From
Over There Give What You
Can to Help Thosa From

LlBftt Ga,3T

Swift & Company, U. & A.

(r

VA

If

THEAVtXMl

JUAN LUJAN

3
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with

Color
Medium,
LlKht Gray

DullBlue,

Oray-Oroe-

n

Wshi Warm Light Cobal
Blue, Neutra
Xllor
Light Drab
Same Gray, Gray, Gray
Uttle dirk- -

Green

o

Light CoVal
Blue
Blue Gray. Blvia o

Light

Lignt

Ivory

Olive Green

Ligh Colo- nlai Yellow
GoW Bronze

Light Blu
Dark Greei

0$ig'

Yellow
Liüilt
Neutv

Ivx-

ira!
or

Giuiyish
LitM Gree.

Nejtrl

Cfajr, Ivory
LigUt Warn

Drab, Me- dium Olive,
Warm Gray,
Cream.

Aluminum
Bronze

-

XV-V- .

Qray

light Gray

í

Every cltlxen Interested- In the boy
of hla home town now ot tbe front, and
In the brave women who equally ore
erring .their country, abro d, hns ,au
kppfccHitloa
bpporiipiiy to íuÓtt

LIbM

Green

DOLUS

Home.

WE SOUCT YOUR PATRONAGE

i

r

SOLITUDE

Our

Clothing

Let us send you a Swift "Dollar".
It will interest y$a.
Address Swift & Cosapany,
Chicago, 111.
Union Stock Yards,

trenches,

WHOLE NATION

Groceries

Tit!

M.?n,

Coat

Wght
i

Light (frax

REMIGIO LOPEZ

defect:
whlti

:b-e

Every

ar

nwlín

which havo been ground: bjí
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We Buy Butter and Eggs

Ready-to-We-

lia' be'ome

spei-ialist-

-

OF GENERAL
OFFERS YOU A NEW STOCK
AT FAIR PRICES
MERCHANDISE

vjf
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paint whk'bl.

This is enly
6 per cent ia- Jard.
ef a pound, pec capita,, and much of it will
hav to go- to. supply European needs.

In the Foster Block, Roy,

--

no anrcmnt should old
fat be used
or npw work.
for priming: either
Old paint iliüith'afc copJition Is best used
If
oni a fenuei'.bWck.werk or tinwork.
you value- your bnrn sufficiently to
paint It, doi'It the-- Justice of a good Job.
Answcr.rr-Os-

advance: prices

I

LUJAN. & SON

a

barn.?.'

repainting-.ni(r.-i

-

Taos.1.

The New Store

l?i

These facts must be kept in mind
when considering the U, SI Bureau of
Markets- report that on Jue 1, 1919,
there were l,34a)OOOjOOa pounds of
meats m cold storage. If the meat in
storage was placed! on the market it
would only be 20 days.'' supply.

the-war- ,
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j

Hhave ai qatlty ot old paint
Can I 'use it ttr the first coat In

Query.
on hand.
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This meat is not. artificially withheld
from trade channels, to maintain or
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Pizarro's Famous Voyage.
December 28 Is the Anniversary ot
the fifth start of Plzarro, In 1530, from
I'anniiia for Peru. The daring
per refused to give up his dream of
finding gold in the Andean kingdom.
Th jniccpss of his enterprise from a
tvnmy standpoint astounded the world
nd (resulted In the conquest of ths
:.
.,, summit- foca?.
u

v

Ar
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Blu

Brown,

Ivory
Ivory

Delft Blue.
Light Ivory,
Light Neu
tral Gray

Drk

Burnt Um
ber. Cream
.Light
Tan.
Drown
Cream, Light
Gray Drub

